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ASSTRACr

A pilot line for the production of large high quality ZOO single
crystals was established and many large crystals were produed. The
pilot line can be divided into two units, 1) a molta salt line for
the production of seed plates to ba used in 2) the hydrothermal cry-
stal growth pilot line. The design and construction ot both lines were
successfully completed and functioned as planned.

The molten salt crystal growth effort was not as successful as
had been anticipated. Large area, high quality crystal* could not be
made reproducibly by this technique. The moet -upa-eat reasons for
the failure to do so rests in thermal gradient control during the growth
cycle and/or the presence or absence of impurities to the melt.

Although these problems ware not v-ospletely resolved, the valtel
salt pilot line did yield sufficient ?lates for the initilt portion
of the hydrotherual crystal growth program.

Once growth conditions and procedures were established in the
hydrothermal pilot line, the hydrotherually grown crystals were sec-
tioned and used as seeds for subsequent runs. The area of the crystals
were increased by continued growth until large high quality crystals
weighing more than 150 grass could be grown on such seeds within zeason-
able operating times.

One problem arose which had not been encountered in previous hy-
drothermal systems. It was found that the silver liner or can was
corrosively attacked during the course of the growth cycle. The silver
which was dissolved in the fluid in the nutrient chamber would also be
deposited in the crystals in the growth chamber. =is problem wassolved by adding a reducing agent (metallic zinc) to the reactants.
The cause of the corrosion apparently is due to the presence of oxygen
dissolved in the solvent and as air entrapped in closure of the can.
The reason this phcnomenon had not been observed in other small systems
using noble metal liners is that no other similar system has been scaled-
up to the ZnO size. The solution of this problem for the ZnO case will
undoubtedly be of value to other large hydrothermal crystal growth sys-

:I teaus.

In addition to the growth of the large crystals many smaller crystals
were grown which were doped with copper to give resistivities in the 102 -

-D lO0 ýcm range. This is the range most desirable for ac•ustical an-
- plifier devices.

Other doping studies indicate a wide variation of resistivities
within the virgin crystal, and from crystal to crystal within a run.
"After heat treatment, however, the variation of resistivity is reduced
to an order of magnitude or less. It was also observed that impurities
not detected by spectrographic analysis may be as important in deter- -

• aining the resultant resistivity as deliberate doping additions and
growth conditions.

-ii-'-



Abstract (.ontinued)

During the course of these contracts many samples of hydrotherually

grown ZnO were given to scientists and engineers in government, inJus-

trial and university laboratories for ueasurment of the fundamental

properties of ZnO and for device dosign and development.

This abstract is subject to special export coetrols and each trans-

mittal to foreign governments or foreign nationals may be made with prior

approval of the Mannfacturing Technology Division, Air Porce Materials

Laboratory, Wright-Patterson APB, Chin 45433.
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The discovery by Hutsoný that zinc oulde Me a pliiee•eetriio D
ing c-oefficient of 0 4, .3r four times that of quwta2. atimeLtteod

interest i- this material. And work is uinderway I. mU&y iaboratortie

to u& crystals of zinc oxide bc-t.h to improve a-•eting devices and

build new ones. !.Yne existing drwice which will be imroved bv Uaing

zinc oxide is the ultrasonic ,a ay line.

Li Applicati ons

At present, ultrasonic delay lines ft appiicatione requiring
long delays, of the order of milliseconds or a Uttle lees, use eithe

cryst•lline quartz, or barium titanate cer&a*l trasd•ocers. The r-f

signal is iumressed upon a driving transducer i resonates and send*

a sound wave through a delay .ediur$; UGMuLaU m0l e-,LUOS, eel PM.-
hap& after several refleUctions, the sound wave strikeo a reoiving pie-

soelectric transducer which changes *me signal br to r-f. 8oth quarts

and barium titanate ceramics have serious shots ago oboe long delays

at high frequencies are desired.

Crystalline quartz is limited in the length of delay time
that it can achieve. The piezoelectric coupling coefficient, k, is

only 0.1 The power of a transducer depends oan e square of this co-

efficient and the length of delay which can be ack.oid depends strong-

ly on the power available since attenuation of ultrasonic woae in

silica is severe. With k = 0.1, quartz is limited to short delAy agppli-
cations. On the other hand, quartz can be l a;d into very precise and

very thin plates. Since the resonant frequency of a transducer is in-
versely proportional to its thickness, quartz ci, be soe at high fre-

quencies, around 100 Mc. This is for the fur~dental mods. Higher sode*
can be set up, but, again because of the low k, the efficiency of aigber
mode transducers is very low.

In the case of barium titanate ceramics, the problem is not
with delay time but the upper frequency at which the delay lines can
operate. 3arium titanate ceramics have coupling coefficients of 0.35
and higher. With these high coefficients, delay times of 6000 micro-
seconds have been achieved. However, the dielectric constant of the*se

ceramics is -7bout 500. Thus, as the transducers &so made thinner for

higher frequency operation, the capacitance becmes vty high, and the

impedance match between transducers, which is nocessa•y for operation
of the device, becomes impossible to achieve. This limits the upper
frequency for delay lines having barium titanate transducers to 15 M=c.

Zinc oxide solves the problems of quartz and barium titanate

simultaneously. I c has a ctmpling coefficient of 0.4 and a dielectric
constant much nearer that of quartz than of B&TalO. Its dielectric

constant is between 9 and 12, depending on frequeacy. It can also be -

ground and lapped to close tolerances like qv-ct-. Thus, it appears

that delay lines having 3-6000 u sec. delays frequecIes over 100
4c are possible. Indeed, with the higher k, it is at least possible that
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in some applications higher modeo could be used in spite of the higher
Losses. -his would raise the frequency oa operation mucA higher.

; second very promising use of ZnO is in the very new ultra.-
sanic awlifier reported by Hutson. McFee and White.", 3 :n this deviCe

a quartz transducer sends a shear wave through a fused silica buffer
which is in contact with a pieoselectric semiconductor. kflutso. at: al
used cadmium sulficel since that was the only material available in
suitable single crystal form.) T-he semiconductor is in contact with
another buffer and a receiving transducer. It was found that when a
light of certain intensity was used to excite the proper carrier coo-
centration in CdS, a drift field pulse was applied to the (2S in the
direction of the shear wave propagation, a gain was observed in the
ultrasonic signal. Gains of 18 db at 1 N.c/sec and 38 db at 45 Nc/soc
were reported for a 7%m sample of CdS.

A.R. Huton 4has suggested that ZnO would be superior to CdS
As the semiconducting transducer because of its high coupling coeffi-
cient. :t codld also serve as the driving transducer.

Two specific applicati-'ns for ZnO have been discussed. There
are no doubt many others. Probably quarts and ceramic piesoelectric
can be replaced with ZnO to great advantage in other devices. But in
all applications large, sound, single crystals of ZnO will be required.

This reoort contains a description of the development of the
manufacturing methods, techniques and equipment required for the hy-
drothermal production of high quality, large single crystals of zinc

oxide.

1.2 Properties

Zinc oxide in the pure state is a clear water white oxide
having the wurtzite structu-s (hexagonal.) As normally prepared it is
an n-type semiconductor. RUsistivities are observed as low as 5 ohs
cM in newly grown crystals. This resistivity can be raised or lowered
by various treatments with zinc, hydrogen or oxygen. This fact, coadled
with the high energy gap (estimated at 3.3 ev), originally led to the
hope that zinc oxide would be suitable for semiconductor devices appli-
cations.

The use of ZnO in semiconductor devices has been curtailed
because to date no one has succeeded in making it p-type. Thus p-n
junctions cannot be Tuade. In an effort to make p-type material,

Lander 5 studied the behavior of various ions in the Aine oxide lattice.
He discovered that Li* will act as an acceptor in ZnO and will captec-
sate the n-type conductivity so that the material will become insulating,
although it will not become p-type. This work, .l-m tw..growth oa larger
crystals, led directly to Hutson's discovery of the large piezoelectric
effect in ZnO. It is the compe•sated ZnO which exhibit& a large effect.

ii•!;-2-
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The mehnincal& Q4 of U zin o &d is an as Mo sq u

is far higher than titanate cerauics. . Cbarltan& ha. measured seizes
varying from 105 to over 106, dope. ding as oaape~ti~., on oyvl
grown at Air tron. Chiarliton has also found that the temperature, sta-
bility of the resonant frequoen of a sine oadde (0001) disk cecilia.-

tninthe copressional Bodo is only a little poorer than a similar

actain cuts will pass*** the high tomperatnew etabiLlty observed i
sco quarts oecillat ors. The toel eature stpdbI~ty at; ZOO appers to
be loes than that of &one ti tanate ceramies.' This would not be serious
in two-transdacer devices or in those wherew- amw teoweratuxe step-
,~ M~ss a umnooessary. -- *

* 1.3 Growth Method

Zinc oxide is known f or its high rapor pressure and Its
rapid sublimation. rt has not been obopreed, t- our kmnowledge, !Z~ the

* Bolten Ptata. The vapor phase has proved very difficult as a groth
medium for ZnO in that it is not possible to grow Large crystals re-
producibly.

It appeared at the tine of the beginning of thle work that a
cv Ination of molten salt (for seeds) 7 and hy~tzra~techniques
should yield large crystals reproduci,~ f VtIWat time.

* The growth of ZnO from the vapor phase yields crystals which
are of a needle type habit. The ratio of axsi length to disamter is
about 30 to 1 in tbeme crystals normally, allbouhmo ae truncated cry-

a stals are sometimes obtained. The largest diamters are about Sm.
The needle form is duae to differences in growt rates between the qc0001>
direction and those perpendicular to it. %ftI* possibly suitable for

somse acoustical Amplifier uses, the small size of sach crystals make
them unsuitable for large area transducer type, devices.

On the other hand the molten salt crystals grow with e3ctly
opposite differences in rates. The Lateral groth rates are about 50
times greater than the 4)001> growth thus yield lUrge area flat plates

which are ideally suited for hydrothermal seed crystals. It has beenF found that in the hydrothermal system nearly swe equal growth rates
are obtained in the lateral and 4)001> directicus.

In order to produce ZnO seed plate crystals by the solten salt
technique a platinum can is charged with about 20 smile percent ZvO and
PbP2 powders. The can and contents are them-heated to 1150C and held

a . at that temperature for 2 hours. The melt is cooled to 1050*C at a
rate of 3-S C/hour after which the can is witbdawn and the flux poured

off from the cryei;als.
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Normally, cryital growth from aqueous solution is carried out
at atmospehric pressure and temperatures close to room temperatuen. The
hydrotherual technique is one which allows crystallization to be carried
out under a wide range of temperatures and pressures. The higher pir*-
sures and temperature* employed in this method provide a means of ob-
taiing soluJbilitios and nucleating cmnditions for crystals which eild
be difficult to grow using other technimus.

In operation, an aquemos solution is held at a high tmpera-
ture &a'. pressure in order to dissolve the source material (nutrient)

_T in one part of the systm, transport the dissolved nutrient to anotbr
part of the system and deposit it onto a seed crystal epitaxdally. The
process is carried out in vertically munted, saaled aztoclaveo along
which a temperature difference (AT) is imposed betuame the top a0d
bottom. The nutrient is usually placed in the bottm, hotter pw*ies
of the autoclave chamber wihle the properly oriented single crystal
seeds are suspended in the uppev, cooler region as in Figure i.

The aqueous solvert in the region of the nutrient becown
saturated with nutrient which is then transported by therum convection
to the cooler portion of the autociave. In this region, the solution is
supersaturated with respect to the seed crystals and, therefore, depo-
sits the solute on the seeds. The now cooler and depleted solvent
returns to the nutrient region by convection where, not now being a-
turated, It msay again dissolve the nutrient material, Cbvoiualy, the
process is continuous and stops only when the nutrient Supply is e70-
hausted.

No*e detailed descriptions of the hydrotherual process and

squijmimný can be found in review articles by Landise and Nielsen,9 and
LTAdese. 1 0 These articles, particularly that of Laudise and Nielsen,
also emphasize the hydrotberm&l process for quartz work.

while we were in the pross of setting up the pilot lne,
Landise, Kalb and Capor&ao, 8 published their first paper concerning the
hydrothermal growth of zinc oxide crystals. They used small silver-
lined Morey type vessels and so all the data they presented was not
easily translated to the larger vessel of the pilot line. Their sal-
vent, its concentration, temperature range data, etc., did provide an
excellent starting place. In fact, other than working at higher pro&-

0ures, the growth parameters currently used are not too different from
the original data of Laudise et aL.

- -7
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2.0 PILOT LIMIS

2.1 Mol1ten SAlt

i 2.1.1 Floor Layout and 3quipmenv

A• The floor plan for the ZnO crystal growth pilot line
is shown in Figure 2. The figure shows the location of our three inch
molten malt furnaces, the 10 inch furnace, the hydrothermal pit and
general work areas. The molten salt crystal growth was mostly perform-
ed tn the ten inch and three inch furnace* desaibed in the follow-
ing section.

2.1.2 The Ten Inch Furn.ce

The metal shell of a vertical 10 inch i.D. American
Bnectric globar furnace was used to house a ceramic interior, ow
Figure 3. The bottom of the metal sbell was weded; howver, the top
was only bolted down as was, therefore, easily removed. Thus, the
furnace interior could be inserted from the top. The furnace interior,
shown in Figure 4, and fabricated by Research and Development Co.-t was
made in two pieces. The dotted line in Figure A shows the individualsections (the alumina core is one piece). The furnace consists of the

following:

1. A cast alumina coare and cast furnace lining.

2. A.P. Green'sa type s.tir-set bonding cement.

3. High tm erature firebrick, type K-30 and medium
temperature insulating brick, type K-20, both supplied by Babcock and

The high purity cast alumina core and alumina lining
are necessary to withstand the PbF2 vapors at elevated temperatures.
The pedestal and plug are also cast from high purity aluina and are
supplad by Research and Development Co.-± A typical 10 inch furnace
pedestal and plug are shown in Figure 3. Positioning of the pedestal
was varied during the course of the work as indicated in Tables II and
III of Section 3.1.2.

Using normal furnace loadig, the inner futnace parts
had to be changed every 6 to 9 months. The tearing down and rebuilding
usually took one technician about one week to accomplish after the

---------------------------------------
+ American Electric Furnace Co., Boston, Massachusetts.
+ Research and Development Co., New Market, New Jersey.
A A.P. Green Firebrick Co., Pennsylvania.
+- Babcock and Wilcox, New York 17, New York.
++ Research and Development Co., New Market, N1eo Jersey.
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Figure 3 -10 Inch I.D. Furnace
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Pilot Line {Contirued)

furnace had coolee t1 room tesperatiiE. (cooling to room temperature
would take 4 days.) Normally, the core was considerably swelled and
the plug was bonded to the apper portion of the core due to solvent
attzck; thus neither the plug nor core was easily rzuovod. The most
sucessful method used was to forcibly extract the plug plus upper
core half by sans of an overhead block and tackle. The lower portion
of the core was chipped away with a nammer. The remainder ot the fur-
nace insides .ere either lifted out or chipped away dependinq upon the
extent of solvent attack. (Once the furrnaco was reassembled, a slow
initial warm-up cycle was neosseary in order to remov water and pre-
vent cracking of ceramic parts. The furt•e was allow&d to heat to
250 - 330*C a, a rate of 150C per hour and then held at that temper-
ature for 24 hbmrs, after which the furnace was b pht. rapidly to

temperature.

Four 0.020 inch di,-meter platinum vs. platinum 13
percent rhodium thermocouples are used to either control the furnace
or indicate the temperature at a desired location. Th. control ther-
mocouple aind one indicating thermoc-Auple are located in the heating
element region. These are si'own in Figure 4. The control thermocouple
is placed in the heating element area in order to siense and adjust
temperature fluctuations before they affect crystal growth. A second
indicating thermocouple is located in the plug, and the last, but most
important thermocouple is located in the pedestal, see Figure 5. The
pedestal thermocouple is positioned less than 1/4 inch away from the
crucible floor, and was used to indicate "hold" and pour temperatures.

The pedestal thermocouple rotates with the pedestal
during the soak period (fast rotation) and cooLng clcle (slow rotation).
I.t was, therefore, necessary to provide adequate voltage transmission
to the potentiometur while the thermocouple was rotating. This was
accomplished through use of a slip ring device which is shown in
Figure 6. The thermocouple leads are ioldered to brass rings which
make continuous friction cor.lact to copper wipers. This device was
manufactured at Airtron and enables a continuous indication of the
temperature throughout the crystal growth run.

The 10 inch furnace was equipped with an elevator
and crucible rotating mechanism, which are shcwn in Figure 7. The
elevator system is used to raise and lower the pedestal in order to
insert and remove crystal growth runs. The elevator system i9 driven by
a 3 phase AC motor, Type P, Model D56C, manufactured by Doerr Electric
Co.+ It consists of a pedestal platform which is driven by four ro-
tating screws. The crucible rotating mechanism is used to aid solution
of the constituenit oxides during the hold period. It consists of chain

+ Doerr Electric Co., Cedarsburg, Virginia
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Pilot Line (Continued)

driven bearings mounted in the podestal platform. The noto drive

for the rotatinq svstes is euipped with an electric clutch to pro-
tent abrupt starting and stompinq of the pedestal. rae motor, type
RM-3P, and electric clutch, ?art No. 304374-1, -perate as one unit and

Jre suDplifte oy NwW Wqlani Gear Wotan and Baton Manufacturling Co. -,

esrtectivelv. The motor drives at 90 rpm to a I to 3 eaur sDrockwt
reduction which turns the pedestal at 30 rpm. -he typical rotating
cycle used is described in Section 2.1.6, Seed Crystal Growth Conditions.

Duo to the weight of the mit plus crucible (55 to
75 pounds , a specia: device is needed for the pouring or unloading

operation. A drawing of this device is shown in Pigure 8. A set of
metal jaws insulated with Fiberfrax sheet is clamped onto the crucible
and supporting ceramic plate and the pedestal is lowered away. The
unloader plus crucible is rolled down a track, then twisted so as to
enable the liquid to pour slowly into a sand box.

Heating elements are a major consideration when at&"u-
ting crystal growth on a large scale. During the earlier runs, MortovA
"Hot Rods" and Carborundum-A "Glo-bars" were used unsuccessfully- These
elements ware matched to the power input but usually did not last More
than 6 to 8 weeks. With a life tine of 6 to 8 weeks, it was impossible
to be sure that a second run would proceed to c-1,iation.

Morganite+ spiral cut heating elements (manufactured
by Crucilite in England) are presently used. These double glazed 1 1/8
inch diameter elements are resistance matched to -ess than 2 1/2 percent
and have an operating lifetime of about 6 months. These elements usu-
ally last as long as the furnace lining and axe standard for the pilot
line.

In order to insure identical aging of the heating
elements, it would be ideal to have a completely parallel power hook-
,". Unfortunately, the available power equipmnt and the resistances
of commerciai heating elements are not compatible with such a hook-
up; therefore, the design shown in Figure 9 was used as an alternative.
Ihis alternating two-bank series parallei design should approximate
uniform heating even though the two-banks may age differently. The
elements are located 45* apart on a 16 inch bolt circle; this places
the center of each eieant 2.5 inches from the outside diameter of
the alumina core.

+ New Ragland Gear Works, South Ha=pton, Connecticut.
U EAton Manufacturing Co., Kenosha, Wisconsin.

A Norton Co., Teterboro, New Jersey.
_ Crborundum Co. Niagra Falls, New York.
+ M Morganite Co., 3302-3320 40th Avenue, Long Island City, New York.
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Pilot Lin*_ (Continued)

powertrnfme and strip chart recorder (fox temprature readi cut)

woepurchased from M-nneapolis Honewy"!! Co.'* Tbo aecbk- proqras coo-
.,L* how wth heaPVXQPViAtO interconnection* to the zuxoace in Fi9igur

.0. Also shown are thel e eavator and rotating mechaniss wiring.

The temperature control is accomlished throuch use
Of A PlAtinus, platinum 13 percent rhodlum thervioaoi... The thewso.
cou:Dle wire is 0.20 inchs in diameter, and is Unglabadlea standard
grad. The iocation of the control 0hral is aShin in Figure 4.
All the thermocouples, 'including the control Iszee1, arm mini..

* ated With Mdftnel-4 type A2MT16316 round, dobAs bore insulation. Th*
theruocoa~ie plus insulation is placed in an alumina potectioO tube,
type AM~ 14. 'ae thersoem~ie is coumefted 1W a6 @lectoncI Della
balance recorder controiaer (see Figure 10), the callbrated accursew
of which is 0. 3 percent of the span or :! 0.i20C. The actual cooling
or teaverature lowring is accomlished with & Seck coctrol unit cal-
ibrated from 0.3 to iO'C per hour. Unfortunately, the Seck unit carn
only be used for coojing. Warm-up procekare, either from a cold
furnace or after a run has been poured, must be acczm1ished bY a
manual control l~ocated on the Blectro-Volt Controller, (see Pjgure ;D).
The warin-up proceduare from a cold furnace has bieen previouslY described$

* ~warming up to "soak" temperature after a poor normally takes frc-9 6 to
10 hours. Furnace power is vegulated by the control unit throv ise
of a saturable reactor, (see Figure lo).

2.1.3 The Three Inch Furnace

The four three inch furnaces ware sinalr in design
and construction to the teo inch furnace. An with the ten inch furnace,
the three inch is used to designate the i.d.. of the, caor. Because of
the stinilarity -co the ten inch furnace a comlete constrctio8 asche-
matic is not presented. Figure 11 shows the critical internal dimen-
%ion and theruocou:Die position. The dimersion of the core was such
that 250 milliliter platinum crucibles were used as vessels for crys-
tal growth. The position of the t*e~stal and crucible were varied
throughout the course of the work; position data are inc.Luded in Table
III.

--- --- ---------------------

* Mnneapo~is Honeywell Co.,* Route, 22, Union, New Jersey.
4. Harold Beck Co., 3640 North Second Street, Philadelphia 40, POODa.

*1 3 Hglahard Industries, 113 Astor Street, Newark, New Jersey.
A P4anel Refractories, Be Fa Plls, PeonsylvaL~a.
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Pilot Line (Continued)

These furnaces are heated by six Globars wired as
three series strings of two bai-s in parallel across the 208 volt
line. (Figure 9) All are saturable core reactor controlled.

The temperatrire control units for these furnaces axe
all West Instrument Corporation, Model JSWG-3R controllers. These units
consist of the temperature centroller which is operated on the princi-
ple of a beam of light shining on a photocell. The beau is inter-
rupted by a flag as the teturerature approaches the set point. The pro-
portional band which drives the magnetic amplifier and the saturable
care reactor is determined by the amount of light incident on the photo-
cell. The power input to the furnace is proportional to the photocell
output. There is also a can driven by a synchronous motor for program-
sing. By incorporating various timers and interrupters in the circuits,
it is possible to control the rate of change of temperature over a ran"e
of one-half degree per hour to fifty degrees centigrade per hour. The
limit of control at constant temperature is about plus or aims two
degrees centigrade.

While the temperature control is not nearly as sophis-
ticated on the smaller furnaces, the better control is not really neces-
sary. The very fine temperature control referred to for the 10 inch
furnaces is necessary for any production type work. The smaller 3
inch inside diameter furnaces are used to obtain some of the procesa
information which is applicable to the larger furnaces. Mutch of this
information can be obtained on equipment which is not nearly as precise
as the control equipment used on the larger furnaces. The very fine
equipment will undoubtedly yield better crystals. The small furnaces
are intended more to yield information than crystals. The process
improvements are expected to yield more crystals per run as well as
higher quality crystals.

The sane kind of statement can be made about the
elevators and stirrers for these furnaces. While the requirements are
not as great; that is, the elevator is only required to lift a few
pounds and the stirrer is required to rotate the same small mass of
charge, it was felt that standard elevators and the stirrers with as
many interchangeabile parts as is feasible would allow the maximum
utilization of equipment.

The elevator is simply a convenient method of admit-
ting the sample to the furnace. The stirrer serves to reduce the length
of time required to soak and dissolve zinc oxide in the lead fluoride.
Stirring, for example, makes the zinc oxide go into solution in one or
two hours at 11500C where it would take several hours at 12500C with-
out stirring. It might not even be possible to dissolve the material
at 1150*C without stirring. Early work by Nielsm 7 , indicates that
zinc oxide should dissolve at 1_OC with no trouble. These tempera-
tures are control thermocouple temperatures while Nielsen referred to

-20-
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Pilot _LinQ (Continued)

muffle or core tesmperatures. oven though the smaller fur-acs, see
Figure 12 for a comparison with the '0 inch furnace, do not require
the eievator and stirrer power, it ww.s decided that standardizing thww5'
components wouid be advantageous. For this reason, all the elevators
are as nearly identical as furnace dimensions will pelrw.t.

2.1.4 Materials and Purity

PFr the growth of ZnO by the molten salt technique
only two chemicais ar requirud, ZaO and PbPa. which were purchased
fro Fisher Scientific Co.+ and Baker and Adaasm,++ respectively.
The zinc oxide was the Fisher CIRTIFIED ACS Grade which is 99.84%

purity. The PbF2 was B&A Reagent Grade which an&a.ysed as 99.84% PbP2 .

Cleaning chesicals, acids for the plattnm crucbles,
and NaNO5 fo* the crystals were technical grads obtained from varloms
chemi cal houses.

2.1.5 Weighing and Loading Procedures

The ZnO and PbP2 powders wore carefully weighed on
& chemical balance of suitable size. The balance used wati different
for batches for 3 inch, 6 inch and 10 inch furInaces. The general. pro--
cedur. in loading the crucibles was to pack the ZnO powder on the bottom
of the cr,&cible and to pack the PbP 2 on the top. By using this pro-
cedure it was felt that as the heavier PbF2 melted and flowed down-
ward it would help in dissol.ing the ZnO. A tight fitting cover was

then placed on the crucible and the sides of the lid crimped so as to
maximize the closure of the crucible.

The platimnm cruciblesA used in this work were of
three sizes: 1) 8 inches in diameter by 8 inches high and .050 inch
thici: wails, 2) 5 1/4 inches in diameter by 5 1/4 inches high and .030
inch thick walls and 3) 3 1/2 inches in diameter by 2 1/2 iucnes high and
.030 inch thick walls.

The usual or typical quantities of PbFa and ZnO charge
to the three sizes of crucibles axe in the same ratio as used by
Nielson and Dearborn 7 and are presented in Table I.

+ Fisher Scientific Co. 1080 Lousons Rd., Union, New Jersey 07083.
+. Baker & Adamson, General Chem•ical Division, Alied Chemical Corp.

P.O. Box 70, Norristown, New Jersey.
A Baker Platinum Divxsion, Englehard Industries, Newark, New Jersey.
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Pilot Line .(kont'inued)

TABLE T

Tpical Morten S:'rt Cr'miositi'on for ZnO Crystal r~owth

dgt ZoO gr am.) Wgt Pb"& '(rams) MAles ZOO Mole1
.,bF2

3" 44 400 U.54 1.63

6" 322 12930 3.95 fl. 95

10" 1320 '12000 16.620 48.92

in madi'ng the ten inch furnace the caL was held in
the jaws of the wchaical Ioader and placed an top of the pedetal.
Loading of the 6" and 3" furnaces was more easfl•y acomplished uams-.
any with tongs of the proper -Sze and shape to hold the crucible.

2.1.6 Seed Crystal Growth Cenditions

Again a general procedure and conditlions are presented
here in this section;- individual experiments wherein various gradients
were employed will be described 'in later sections.

In any of the furnaces used the pestal with the
can resting on top was raised icto the preheated furnace.. The pedstal
position was varied in order to optimize the gradients for the best
crystal growth.,

The charged crucible was soaked at a temperature,
usuafly fl500 C for a mimimum of two hours while rotating the pedestal.
The rotation cycle was as follows: 25 seconds clockwise, 5 seconds
stop, 25 seconds counterclockwise, 5 seconds stop and repeat. It was
found that without rotation much longer soak periods were r-quired
in order to obtain complete dissolution. At the enid of the soak period
this rotation was stopped and the cool-dawn began. DependiW upon the
size of the fu:nace and specific goal of each run the cooling r.e
was varied from 0.5'ot/hour to 7'tChour. In the smaller furnaces, the
faster cooling rates of 3-7°C/hour were employed since the temperature
control was probably 'limited to 1-2 0 C. In the large furnace rates down
to 0.5*ryhour were employed. The cool down period was terminated at
1050*C whi-ch meant a cooling period of 24 to 300 hours dwaonding upono
the rate employea.

2.1.7 Unloading Operation

At about 1050 0 C - 10800 C, dependinq an the -position
used, the crucible is rapidly withdrawn and the excess lquiLd is poured
off the crystals.

-23-



Pilot -L•x. (Continued)

Pr'parations prior to the pouring eporatIon are very
important. Abe toxicity ul lead fluoride %"ore necessitates extis
care in handling. T1hres, people (ainimml are required to pour & large
run. 'e n An operates the elevator and uirects the sovements of the
unloading device: he also is responsible for removing the crucible co-
ver. The second man handles the unloading device and ,dies the setal
p.-uring. A third man holds an exhaust snorkel directly above the cri -
cible during the entire operation. The second and third men are equip-
ped with anpropriat* 9As masks (Model H, plus canister RA 81524, mwamup-
factured by Mine iafety Appliance Co. ).. Also, during the entire pouz-
ing period, a high volume roof exhaust fan is in operation.

The actual pouring operation should be acoompliabde
in less than 10 minutes to prevent the liquid from freeing. Me se-
quenco of events consists of the foflowingr

a. Prepare equaiamwt, ttUr on *•tust famne, A
put on 9as masks, as described above.

b. Lower pedestal and grab crucible with jaws of
unloading device (1 - 2 minutes).

c. Run pouring device down track and remove '-u-
cible cover (1/2 - 1 minute).

d. Pivot unloading device and slowly pour liquid
into sand box or water cooled metal container (4-5 minutes).

e. If the crystals are floating, they should be
prevented from escaping with the liquid. This is normally done by
holding a metal rod across the rim of the crucible near the pouring are&.

With the smaller crucibles the same health safety
precautions were taken with the use of gas wsaks, and venting of the
fumes. The flux pouring was essentially the samn except that manually
operated forceps were used to remove the crucibles and pour the flux.

2.1.8 Crystal Separation and Cleaning

After the platinum crucible has cooled to roam tomper-
ature, it is gently tapped with a plastic hauer to loosen the crystals
which are attached to the wall and floor.

The usual flux removal technique for cleaning crystals
employ one or more acids. Zinc oxide, though a refractory mAterial is
quite readily attacked by acids and so a different procedure had to be

+ Mine Safety Appliance Co., 201 North Braddock Avenue, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania
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Pilot Line (Co.tinued)

develoed.. Sbiqple sechanicAl resovAl of the flarW b grindlaS, scrapig
etc. uas not possible because of fragility of th tbni 20 plates.

A scmewhat different apprmedC me rqUled te clama
the ZnO crystais of any adhering PbFs flux. Th. psmeedore YLch a"
developed was as foili:I

1. The ZnO plates with Ahrinq flux "e
placed in a stainless steel screen basket. (3 dieter)

2. This twjmqITTSw, tb'tz~ese into a 230c0
platimm crucibl* whib- contains molten NaXOs (up 307*C).

3. After several Sutee to Soltem J-1V tOhe
basket was slowly withdrawn.

4. After cooling is air to rm te"oatm.e te
basket with the plates was placed in a beaker idchle m being flooded
with hot water.

5. The cleaned plates esre then washed with
distilled water and air dried.

This procedu5re was quite satisfactory. Tho molteM
NaNO 3 did not attack the ZnO crystal but did react with adhering ~2•

to form water soluble bh(N0O)a and the just sltotly lees soluble NsFJ.
The combination of molten KaNO3 followed by hot water proved to be a
satisfactory approach to cleaning the molten salt ZOO plat&e.

2.2 Hy drotherma-

2.2.1 Laboratory Facilit'

A pilot line for the hydrothermal growt of large
ZnO crystals was designed and assembled. A 20-feet long x 4-feet wide
x 4-feet deep pit with r-inforced concrete wafls was constructed in the
laboratory to contain the autoclaves and furnaces when in operation.
This pit provi.des personnel protection against scalding or fragmentation
which could result from equipment malfunction. The pit contains six
furnaces, four large ones for the large A-286 antoclave. and two for
the mall Waspalloy vessels, and a saturable core reactor for each
furnace. At one end of the pit is located a smp and automatic pu
in the event of ground water seepage into the pit. This sump area of
the pit is also used for cleaning and cooling of the autoclaves. This
equipment was obtained under Air Force Facilities Contract AFT1'57)-
12307.

The furnace heights are adjusted so that the tops
of the autoclaves are just floor level. The pit area is covered by
removable st "l grill sections. Mounted on the nearest wall are the
temperature controllers and programmers for the bydrothersmil furnaces.

-23- - v.:,



Pilot Lin. (Conttnuvd)

. one-thousand pound capacity travelling noist is smelted ovrhead so
that the autoclaves msv be readily moved.

The laboratory is also provided with chemical work
be-ncheo for silver can preparation, loading and storage. A fume hood
and largv overhead exhaust fan supply ventilation for protection 84ainst
chemical vapors.

A floor plan of the laboratory showing its hydrother-
mal and molten salt farility is shown in Figure 2. Figure 13 is a
photograph of the pit area showing the larger furnaces and autotlaves.

2.2.2 Hydrothereal Crystal Growth Autovlave*

In order to grow crystals weighing 150 grams or sore
As specified in the contract, it was necessary to puicbase vessels of
sufficient cavity sise to contain such crystals. 7he cavity *s*e was
large enough so that crystals at least two inches in width could be
grown in suitable silver cans.

Of the available materials for autoclave construction,
that of maximum pressure and temperature (P-T) limits was chosen since,
at the time of purchase, these variables for crystal growth were not
knowt. It was also necessary to select a seal desigu capable or coa-
taming the high pressure temperature conditions. As a result of these
criteria, the vessel as shown in Figure 14 wms chosen, - the material
of construction being A-286 whose pressure-temperature ratings are
30,000 psi and 590C for 10,000-hour life.

The autoclaves were manufactured by Autoclave Engin-
etrs, Inc., Erie, Pennsylvania, who had developed what is called a "4od-
ified Bridgman" seal. This seal is that used by Western Electric and
others for quartz manufacture and believed to be the best workable,
high teaperature, high pressure seal. This seal is described as 'self-
energizing" since it relies upon the internal pressure developed by
the fluid under growth conditions to provide for sealing force. The
vessel is initially sealed by the main nut's dwnward thrust on the
seal ring and then upward thrust on the piston by swans of the set
screws in the lock nut. Opposite screws are tightened in turn by means
of a torquQ wrench to 10 ft. lbs. each. This sealing initially causes
the seal ring to make line contacts with the autoclave body and plunger.
As the internal pressure develops, the plunger is thrust upward causing
the seal ring to deform elastically and produce surface contacts.
This self-energized seal provides better sealing as the internal pres-
sure increases.

During the early part of the program autoclave fail-
ure developed as a serious problem. One of the first four autoclais
failed because of a flaw in the original ingot from which it had been
fabricated. The failure of the remaining vessels wms cxmsed by stress
corrosion cracking.

-26-
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Figure 131 Pit Area, Furnaces and Autoclaves
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Pilot Lino (Continued)

Some form of stress and the presence of a corroeive

atmosphere are the two elements necessary for the initiation of this
particular type of failure. In the case of hydrothermal autoclaves
used for crystal growth, the force is provided by the working pressure
and the corrosive atmosphere is the result of occasional leaks in the
noble metal (silvcr) container used to hold the caustic solutions.
The three causes of leaks in the silver cans have bees 1) corrosion
of the silver, 2) improper preisuze balance leadia•g to can rupture,
and 3) faulty melding.

Sxperience has shown that even a limited e•ioeure is
sufficient to instigate this corrosive force and that failure can occur

- at some later date. A ch&nQe in autoclave design me suggsted to
Autoclave Engineers to aid in exte ding the ,ife of a vessel by pre-
venting stress corrosion cracking from occurring too extensively. In
order to do this, it was suggested that the bottom of the cavity be
changed from conical to hemispherical. The ennioally m-cibed tip MW
thought to be a place of high stress and particularly subject to
attack by base. In the five vessels which failed on Contract AF33(657)-
8795, the failure in each case was at the c•nter of the bottom of the
vessel.

This conical tip mse ales questioned in view of the
rather thin wall at zhe bottom of the vessels. It was suggested that
perhaps a thicker bottom (increased by one inch) would add extra
strength to counteract any applied stress. COr eaqerienc. -ith two
Waepalloy autoclaves with 2.5 inch thick bottoms had been favorable in
view of their long life even when subjected to basic solutions at
higher pressures and temperatures. There mere some differences in
conditions to which the two types of vessels had been subjected. The
Waspalloy vessels mere used for ruby growth where the solvent is
KaCO solutions and the working conditions of 25,000 psi and 32SOC;
whereas, correspondingly, the A-286 vessels for ZnO growth wmre used
with KCH solutions at 7,500 psi and 3000C.

Autoclav* Engineers concurred that these modifications
certainly could not add to the problem and could probably help. Only
slight addition in cost was necessary to cover production of the
thicker hemispherical end, Figure 15. Two such vessels mere purchased
and used with satisfaction during the balance of the p;ogran. This
design change has now been incorporated by Autoclave Rngqaneers in all
their standard crystal growth vessels.

One other difficulty is noted here since it involved
an unpredicted behavior of the seal. While the seal ring does deform
elastically at lower pressures and temperatures, it was found that
plastic deformation occurred at higher temeratures and pressures
(500 0C and 20,000 psi) which mere still mell below the maximum temper-
ature and pressure for which the vessels mere rated. This deformation
does not interfere with the vessel closure but does necessitate a&-
chining the seal ring after each use and careful preparation of all
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'1ot U.,.* (Cortinued)

sealing surfaces prior to use. Machining, lapping tools, and techniquel
to produme reliable sealIng of the autoclavwe are discussed in section
2.2.8.

2.2.3 Silver Cans

Noble metal containers or cans are used in order to
prevent contact of the autoclave body with the basic solution used in
ZnO crystal growth. This is necessary since the solution would cor-
rosivkly attack the autoclave metals under hydrothermal conditions.
The containers were made of seamless, fine silver tubing and flat
circles of the same material. The baffle and seed rack were also made
of fine silver. The first silver cans used were 2 inches in dismeter
by 24 inches long.

The design of the silver can was changed to a comp1ete-
ly sealed system it the course of the program for two reasons: 1) in
order to contain the large crystals and 2) it became apparent that
better pressure balance could be achieved with a larger can. (See sec-
tion 2.2.4). As the crystals increased in size it was noted that the
crystal growth at the edges near the silver can was being affected by
a restriction in flow of the fluid. Therefore it was desirable to
make the silver can as large as possible. The second can design is
shown in Figure 16. The sflver materials for the fabrication of the
cans were purchased froxm Handy and Harmon Co.+ in the form of flats,
tubing and wire. The dimensions of tLe cans, rack, baffle etc. are
shown in Figure 17. After normal machining and cutting to the dimen-
*ions specified in Figure 17 the can and internal rack were fusad to-
gether without a fluxing agent using a Miller Wlder,+ Model 330 AP,
in an atmosphere of argon gas. The final sealing of the can after
filling with seeds, nutrient and fluid is described in section 2.2.10.

2.2.4 Large Can Technique

At the onset of this Contract, it had been the prac-
tice, when using noble metal cans, to adjust the volume of the can
(internal volume) to be nearly equal to the remaining autoclave volume
(external volume). The problem of using noble metal cans rests in
the different equations of state for water and hydroxide or carbonate
solutions. Since the equations are different, water and any aqueous
basic solutions of the same percent fill and at the same temperature
would generate different pressures. It has been found for all of the

----------------------
+ Handy and Harmon Co., Now York, N.Y.
++ Miller Co., Appleton, Wisconsin.
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Pilot 1. -' ( CnntInut-d)

comon hvdrot'iermtl solvents that the pressure gecerated bv a solu-
tion is less than that of pure water.

As a result of thes$' lifferences, ýn adjustment -4
the •ills (internal to external) mu- be made ;.o that _t temupratures
the sa.e force is exerted by the base And water Any j-ave urbalance
of iill ,-onditions would lead to severe c(mpressive or eY,"nsi,'c
damage to !hc can which could lead to deelnpment of a leak. Rpcause
of the pressure- temperature behavior of these fluids, there is oniv
one pressure and temperature condition at which there will be perfect
pressur- batance for any set of fills. ,ee Figure 18.

The void external volume is cbtained by measuring
the volume of the autoclave when e-ptV and subtracting the oemetri-
caaiy calculated volume of the can. The percent 3f this volume to
be fillwd with water is defined as the external fill. The internal
fill is similarly defined. It is obtained by calculating the volume
of an empty silver can based on its gemetry. From this value are

subtracted the volume of the seed rack and baffle (calculated from geo-
metrical forms) an-i the volume of seeds and nutrient (calculated from
weights and density of ZnO). Th1is value is then the void volume of the
can and the percent to which it is filled with KOH solution is defined
as the internal fill.

The fr.gure is a somewtat exaggerated pressure-temper-
ature diagram for water and i basic solution capable of exerting the
same pressures at one temperature only. If one follows along the lines
as if the vessels were warming; i.e , the temperature is increased.
it will be noted that below the point (F,r) the external or water pres-
sure is greater thau the internal or base pressure and chus th-Ž can is
under ccmpression. At (?,T) the pressLIres are balanced so that the cai
is subjected to neither compressive nor expansive forces. Higher tem-
peratures again cause an imbalance in pressure but now the can must
expand. Even if the equations of sta.(- were known, the can would be
subject to compression at the run warm-up and cool-down; however, the
fills for the pressure-temperature balance point might be_ -alculated
rather than arrived at by experimental observation. Two other points
are worth noting at this time.

In addition to not knowing the equa."-n of state for
the basic solution, any such equation would not be quite correct since
at operating conditions the solutions contain 5 - 10 percent ZnO, and
so a further perturbation of the equation would be necessary. Sev-ond,
the treatment of this subject has been presented as :hough the systems
were isothermal. For crystal growth, this is certainly i,ot the case
and some averaging of the equations would be necessary to apniV the
data.

The problems of seerely working the silver can and
matching pressures can be greatly alleviated by the use of a can which
nearly fills the autoclave cavity. This technique va& developed during
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the Ccnira-t when it wAs thouoht that the ran* eight sonuatimos be com-

ploetelv crushed when under growth conditions.

By using the large can neither of these cxiditions
ati-> occur as readilv. Frr example. if the internal fill ts largwr than

it should be by Rome reasonable value. the can will be under compression
(turing the warm-up. When the crosgover point is reached, and the tvem-
perature ctntinuos to increAse, then the can undergoes expansion. Since
the v-"id -. oume is so small now a Inmall peceflt dchane of the can's cJmen-
5ionS (-AuP(d by xp)ansion leads to a large percent decrease in the void
volume. Tboh lArge decrease in void volume also has the effect of pro-
dujcina a correspondinqly large increase in pressure o- external
volume and hence a xestoration force. In other words. 'all expan-

sion of the can's dimensions leads to a relatively lax- -_resse in
the external volume effectively raising its percent fil-. 'urthermore,
due to the closetiefs of the fit, a bulge cannot occur in o, , one re-
gion and the expansion is spread out over the "atire enMgth of the can.

In the case of the internal fill being loser than it
should, the can again will be under compression dukring the war•.-•p.
Then the operating temperature conditions are reached, the can is still
under compression; however, the effect is now less since the small com-

pression of the can leads to a large increase in the external volume.
This increase in external ,olume essentially leads to & reduction of
the fill and reacts to lower the compressive force.

With fairly accurate filling, omly slight movement of

the walls is required to produce balance. Thus, the gauge pressure is
"more nearly the internal pressure and the external fill acts only as a
transmitting fluid.

For the low pressure work the internal fills were

obtained from the data of Laudise et al 8 and the external fill from

Kennedy's Tables. Fills for the high pressure work were acquired by
extrapolation of the compressive fill data.

2.2.5 Hydrothermal Furnaces

The furnaces used to heat the autoclaves are shown in

Figure 19. The furnaces, originally designed and built by Research &
Development Products, Inc., New Maxket, New Jersey, consist of clam
shell type of heater sections constructed of NLchroome resistance wire
cemented in a grooved ceramic, insulating w•ol materials and outer

metal shells.

Since the bottn,• section of the autoclave must be the
hotter section, it was found that the bottom shouLd receive the greatest
power and only slight or auxiliary heating was neessaxy in order to
level out or adjust the proper teuperature difference between sections.

-37-
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Figure 19 -Furnaces Used to Heat Autoclaves
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ýfter a numbor of failures in !be bottom section. this
section was redpeginod so that the hottc~m of t1h1 vvessl. :ated on an

%igct-ic ra7ohe .At,'r. ,-u oain heat was applied to the bottom of the
'.essl by this vio-tric ranQa ei-ment. 7igure Z0 3etter contort

and •ore "vPn !%Pat listribution was achieved by pl&cIng an 8" r 8" x 1/2"
s.ainless steel ,iate over this heater.

It was found that the amount of :ý,ýr for a fixed set
of -)nditions , ;r(.e sc,1ewhat for Pach combination of autoCIaVe ,I Vesl,
furnace and contrý,Ilvr..

2.2.6 empoeraturo Control

The powe.r to the electric ran"e surface heating eleammt
or hot plate element 1i controlled by a saturable core reactor through
i Went Programmer Controller; a control themoUI le is cmIt"d to
the firebrick immediately below the hot plate elemefit. rho clan shell
heater is also control'led by the West instrument bV means of a m&nually
set ratio for power distribution to each furnace element. Th is di s-
tribution of power is acrcmplished by the S-92 option of the West
JSBG-iR Proxram Controller, which allows the output from one twiera-
ture controller to drive-up to three saturable reactors. In this case
only two reactors are used. A schematic of the control system and
furnace is shown in Figure 21. The control therxmocople supplies the
input signal for the operation of the controller and driver.

The teaperatures along the body of the autoclave were
monitored during t,'e course of the run by means of four thermocouole.
located at 1 1/2" 9 1/2", 21" and 34" from the bottom of the vessel.
The temperature wati measured using a Leeds and Northrup Millivolt Po-
tentiometer, Catalogue No. 8690.÷

The functions of the various c omlelts shown in Fig-
ure 21 are discussed below. A & B are components of a Modl JSB3,-3R
Temperature Controller manufactured by West Instrument Corporation,
C(hicago, Illinois.

A -The instument uses a galvanometer detector powk-
ered directly by the thermocouple. An opaque "flag" attached to the
galvanometer pointer is positioned so that it can di•ini-sa the light
reaching the photocell. The photocell current is the inpiut to a mag-
netic amplifier, rectifier combination which has a d.c. output prop-
portional to the illuminated area of the photocel.

+ Leeds and Northrup, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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i Pilot Line (Continued)

R - The set point or control temperature is adjusted by
moving the light-photocell unit either up-scale or down-secale causing
the temperature indicator to "chase" the photocell. An aluminum can
driven by a synchronous motor is mechanically connected to the liabt-
photocell unit. The shape of the can controls the position of the light-
photocell unit and thus the temperature.

C - The d.c. output of A is further anplified to a
level sufficient to drive three saturable reactors. The reactor dri-
ver with auxiliary driver is manufactured by West Instrument Corporation.

D - The d.c. outpt from C is divided and matched to
three loads, two reactors and a damy load resistor. Individca ad.-
Justment of the fraction of the d.c. power reaching each reactor is
provided for This allows the relative powe output of either reactor
to be adjusted. The unit it an 5-92 feature, manufactured by West
Instrument Corporation.

_ - The saturable reactors are rated for five KVA,220 volt. The a-c current passing through the reactor is a direct
function of -- L control current. The reactors were manufactured by
West Instrument Corporation.

F - Directly connected to the furnace units are two,
2 KVA 220 volt variable auto-transforuers, manufactured by Superior
Blectric Corporation, Bristol, Connecticut. The auto-transformers
permit the adjustment if temperature differences between the top and
middle cylindrical heater by limiting the power in the middle heater.
In similar fashion the hot plates and bottom cylindrical heaters can
be adjusted.

2.2.7 Pressure Measurement

Pressure in the system is obtained by direct reading
of Bourdon type gauges connected directly to the internal cavity of
the autoclave. Since the walls of the silver cans are deformed under
only slight pressure, the gauge pressure is a fairly accurate measure
of the internal pressure of the can. Ashcroft Maxisafe+ gauges
(Autoclave Engineers, Inc., authorized vendor) with Monel Bourdon
tubes and F250-C fittings were used.

2.2.8 Equipment Developed During Contract

Use of the autoclaves and associate equipment required
the development of some additional tools whose necessity had not beem
anticipated.

-----------------------------------------
+ utoclave Enginers, Erie, Pennsylvania.
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P!*_ot Line (Continued)

2.2.8.1 Autoclae O•wner

Closure is achieved with manual force only,
according to the technique described in Section 2.2.2. ("k.ratlon of
the autoclaves proved that the man,-facturer's recommended tecbnique
and tools supplied for loosenino the main nut after a run wore far
from adequate. In order to unscrew the main nut, and in some cases
provide the only possible technique for removing it, a new anvil-
typ•e tool was deveLoned (Figure 22). This tooi was constructed so
that it cnuld easily be clamped onto the main nut by veans of two
bolts. 'hen i• place, two steeA pins in the tool fitted into two
opposing hoies on the side of the main nut. The pins in these holes
allowed for efficient transmission of the applied torque. For opening
the autoclave, this torque is provided by striking the arms of the
anvil openers with ten-pound hammers. No pressure-temperature or 1eak
condition produced sealing of the eassel which could not be opened by
this tool.

2,2.8.2 Can Rxtractor

Because of improper pressure balance or slow
ie ks in the entire system, there would occur in some cases a puffing
up of the silver can Due to the proximity of the autociate walls, this
expansion could not proceed too far. The movement of the can a wall
could be stopped by the autoclave walls. As a result of this large
expansive force, the silver can walLs would be forced against the auto-
clAve making remov'al of the can extremely difficult.

Whie this situation was true of the small
can and vessei, it is even a greater problem in larger cnns k3 inch
diameter). In order to remove the cans after a iun, an extractor (Fig-
ure 23 ) was designed and constructed which could be used with both vessel
sizes. For the smaller can, a large screw was threaded into the top
cap to provide a clasping handle. The cap of the larger can was
provided with a large nut for easy removal. After clasping this hancle
in either case, the can is removed by driving the threaded rod with an
electric drill. This instrument has removed cans which appeared to
be impossible to remote manua.. y.

2.2 8.3 Sea± Area Lapping Tool and Polishing Tooi

In order to regenerate and polish the sealing
surface of the autoclave proverl:-, it was necessary to design and
develop two tools, - the final models of each are shown in Figures 24
and 25

The lapping tool is made so as to generate
& surface of the proper sealing angle (7*) whose bar* was concentric ý4

with that of the threads. This particular alignment was found to be
necessary since the bore used for the threads and that of the autoclave I
body are not necessarily uniaxial. Deviation from this geometric
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configuration leads to seal leaks. Th'ep lappi.ng section of the tool
is mad" -f cast iron; the surface of the iap is regenerated periodi-
cally by milling. The guide in the btLdy of the tool is made or alum-
i~l'm Ar-d ij fitted for one vessel specifically and used only for that
veqsel thereafter.

A polishing tool was also developed to be
used after the seal surface had been ground with the lapping tool.
The mirror polish produced by this tool was found to be essential in
order to seal the autoclaves for use at combinations of high pressure-
temperature conditions (>500*C - 20,000 psi). In this case, after the
autoclave has been suitably ground with the lopping tool, the polisher
is placed in the seal area and driven at high speed by an electric
drill. With experience, mirror finishes are easily attained in a
matter of 2 to 3 minutes. No. 320 aluminum oxide abrasive is suspended
in an oil slurry and used for both the lap and polisher.

2.2.9 Operating Procedure

2.2.9.1 Preparation of Large Crystal Growth Autoclaves

After each run in the autoclaves, it was
neccssary not only to clean thoroughly the vessel but also to renew
the sealing surfaces and angles. The vessel cavity was scrubbed with
a large diameter (-%o3 inch) brush and liquid detergent; it was then
rinsed by flushing with tap water and dried by a stream of compressed
air. During each run the seal parts underwent plastic deformation to
a greater or lesser extent resulting in permanent dimensional changes
in all three seal parts. The ring, cover and autoclave seal areas
had to be returned to original dimensions and surface finish each time
the autoclave was used. If this was not done the seal became unre-
liable. The preparation of each part is discussed in turn below.

2.2.9.1.1 Sea] Ring

An expanding mandrel shown in
Pigure 26was used to hold the seal ring during the remachining of the
sealing _-,irfaces A modified vernier caliper shown in Figure 21 Was

used to measure the critical dimension which was the minor outside
diameter of the taper. The ring was machined to the angles and dimen-
sions shown in Figure 28 . The angles are slightly different from
those prescribed by the manufacturer (Figure 14 ) but only with the
specifications depicted in Figure 28 could reliable sealing be attained.
Both inner and outer angular surfaces were then polished using No. 180
A1203 U BOND METAL CLOTH from Sandpaper Inc., Rockland, Massachusetts.

2.2.9.1.2 Cover

The sealing surface of the cover
was resachined to the angle shown in Figure 14 . Polishing of the
surface was done using the same No. 180 cloth as above.
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The sPAi area of the autoclave
was Thpped with A mixture of 2 vjurnes of SAB 20 mackxie oi. plus 1
volume of Wf"MTIN No. 120 ajuminum (1xide abrasive using the lapping tool
shown in Figure 24 Lapping was continued until all traces of fo.mer
seal arks wvre removed. The seal area was then polished using WET-
ORDRY TRI-M-ITE PAPUR No. 320 SILICON CARBIDE (-V Co., St. Paul, Minne-
sota, and SAk 20 machine oUl. The paper was fixed to the polishing
fixture shown in Figure 25 An electric drill 4,ctroilgd by a vari-
able transformer drove the poliehing fixture at 200 to 300 RPM. A
good polish was rer.uired, i.e. no visible flaws with the unaided eye.

All parts were scrubbed with do-
tergent÷ and hot water to remove any residual grit. Prior to assembiV
all surfaces were wiped with Kimberly-Ciark type 900-S Kimwipes satur-
ated with acetone. The vessel was then sealed according to the manu-
facturer's directions.

2.2.10 NLtrient Preparation

ZnO nutrient was prepared from commercialiy available
ZnO poxder. Fisher' CERTIFIED ACS grade was used. Depending upon
the quantity of nutrient required and the availability of a sintering
furnace two sizes of platinum crucibles were employed, either a 250 ml
for the thT"--i7trnace or the 5 1/4" x 5 1/4" can for the six inch
furnace. The ZnO powder was packed into the can and the can placed in
the furnace operating at 1100 - 1200 0 C. After 2-3 hours at temperature
the can was removed. The result of tnis operation was a cylinder of sin-
tered ZnO. This cylinder was then crushed in a silver metal tube;
1/4 inch to 1/2 inch pieces were the most desirable nutrient size.

2.2.11 Solution Preparation

The solution used for the growth of crystals was
6 molal and was prepared by adding 1009.8 grams of Fisher CERTIFIED
ACS grade KOlH to 3tOO grams of water. Typically the solution was also
0.1 m with respect to LiGH which was prepared by adding 4.19 grams of
Fisher CERTlFI1D) ACS grade LIaiH 20 to the 3300 grams of water.

2.2.12 Seed Preparation

Zinc oxide seeds for the final and most successfui
portion of the program were produced from hydrothermally grown crystals.
The crystals were mounted and cut perpendicular to the <0OO1> axis

----------------------
+ Lux Liquid, Lever Brothers, New York, New York.
+• Fisher Scientific Co., 1080 Lousons rd., Union, New Jersey. Lot

No. 745324 or 714125.
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Vield larqe are-a plate whose thicknesses were 50 to 100 mils. The plate$
•Were then cleaned with methanol and a .mal. hole was drilled near one
d(Age of the see-d. A 2C nil wire was placed in the hle and the seeds

suspended (in x silver ring for etching. The ring with the seeds were
.ubmerged in hot 1o moial Na(li (,-900'C) for 5 minutes. -he ring and
seeds were then flushed in flowing tap water, rinsed in detonized water,

and finally air dried, ready for attachment to the seed rack.

2.2.13 Preparation of Silver Can-loading of Autoclaves

Just nrior to loading the cans for a run, the silver

pieces were cleaned of grease and oil w-ith detergent, washed with
concentrated HCl, thorougly rinsed with deionized water and then allowed
to dry,.

Most hydrothermal ZnO crystal growth runs were in
excess of one wonth duration. This provided ample time given even a
very small leak in the silver can to cause serious damage to the auto-
clave. In fact, in autoclave could easily be rendered useless in a
single run. Testing for leaks in the system before use was a prime
requirement for successful operation of a crystal growth system.

During construction of the cazr. all welds in sub-
assemblies were subjected to a dye-penetrant test* and any suspicious
areas were wel~ed and tested again. The seeds wera attached to the
seed rack with 20 mil fine silver wire and the nutrient and zinc metal
were placed in the bottom of the can. The seed rack and baffle sub-
assembly was then welded to the can body. Any pressure within the can
generated by the heat of welding was relieved through the twin vent
tubes in the cover. The cover to body weld was then dye-checked and
rewelded if necessary.

One hundr-A millilitp- -4 _ 4-r'-od :t-. were pl&_ýJ
in the can through one of the vent tubes. The ends of both vent tubes
were then flattened with heavy pliers and the tips fused, thus sealing
the can.

The can was then weighed to + 1/2 gram. Final leak
testing was done by heating the can to 110 to 120 0 C with a Briskeat"
type D heating tape operating at 70 to 80 volts from a variable trans-
former. The can was kept hot for 15 to 16 hours and then weighed again.
If there had been no loss of weighht the ends of the vent tubes were
cut and the test water boiled out. When all the water was remcved,
the KOH solvent was introduced through one of the tubes which were then
flattened and sealed.

+ Sootcheck, Penetrant Type SKL-EHF, Sptocheck Developer Type SKD-NF,
Magnaflux Corporation, Chicago, Ilrinois.-

++ Scientific Glass Co., Bloomfield, Nzw Jersey.
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I1' •n w , h,,n Ic•' '" 7hp ,utcelavc, .long with
,o .- nronr it- oxtý,rnr ! I il ,t ;'1 ,orLzPd w.,ter . 71e veisWs l was
ci•nedi, the presure ,jauoe ,itta,7hp( and 'he vsnPl waq placed irn the
fur ra 'c r Pa(y f-r nei it i nn .

*.,io riifferc-nt warn-uo iche.5s were used in the course
of this work: 1.) nrocranmed and (b) "as fa-t as possible." Thw pro-
grammed procedure was u--ed onlv in the early p.rt of this work when
the operating pressure was low. In this case, the ve.wsel was heated
at a constant rate to operatina conditions over 24, 48 or 96 hours by
using the temperature protrammer modification on the West Controller.

During the warm-up a low gradient was maintained
between the bottom and top sections of the autoclave, Since the
seeds were so thin in the early part of the progian it wAs found that
by using the slow war=-up with a low temperature gradient that most or
all of the seeds would be dissolved before arriving at growth conditions.

Drastic seed dissolution was prevented by heating the

vessel to operating conditions "as fast as possible", with a high
temperature gradient. This was accomplished by having the power in-
puts on the controller fixed at their ultimate position for operation

and then switching on the controller.

COeratino condition3 were approached within 2-3 hours
with an additional 3-4 hours required for the entire assembly of fur-
nace, vessel, etc. to attain thermal steady state. This procedure
prevented seed dissolution, and was used for the major part of the
program.

1.2.15 Shut-down

A taim 4et- ox' the run, tht po-..v wai rwitc.- -'"f sr%"
the au~ociave was air cooled; when zero gauge pressure was indicated,
coid water was then passed over the vessel until it reached room tem-
perature. The vessel was opened with the main nut released bv the
opi'ner (Figure 22). Mhe silver can was removed manually from the
autoclave or with the extractor (Figure 23). lhe cap was sawed off and
the ladder removed from the can. The crystals were removed from the
holder by cutti-n the wire and then thoroughly rinsed in water until
all the base was washed away. The crystals were then allowed to air

dry prior to weighing and measuring the thickness with a micrometer.
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3.1 Molten SIIt

3.1.I FLickground for Progra.

It had been demonstratvd by Nielsen and Dearborn at
Bell Telephone Laboratory that fairly large (1-2 inch) high quality
plates of ZnO could be grown using the molten ,alt technique. After
Joining Airtron Dr. Nielsen and Mr. G. Townewnd continued growing zinc
oxide plates by the same method. There was no apparent difficulty in
using this technique to grow ZnO crystals which would provide seeds
for the hydrotheraal crysta.1 growth. ¶

The initial success did not cy-tiumm and it became
more and more difficult to obtain the plates of size, quality and thick-
ness previously observed using the same growth parameters. The diffi-
culties were manifested by the decreasing frequency of successful runs,
crystals of smaller area, and a large decrease in plate thickness.

Attempting to cope with the degeneration of the system
a course was set upon to investigate thermal gradient effects, furnace
effects and batch size effects.

This difficulty in producing plates by the molten *alt
approach was also noted by Laudise. Both laboratories then approached
the seed problem by using hydrothermal crystals as a source of seed
plates.

3.1.2 Crystal Growth Experimente

Initially the work began by simply duplicating the
composition and procedures used by Nielsen and coworkers. This work
was quite successfl and large plates were easily grown (Figures 2"
and 30 ). During this first phase both three inch and six inch
furnaces were used for crystal growth.

At that time not all of the furnaces in the pilot
line were equiped with rotating pedestals. It was found that without
rotation it was not possible tr dissolve ZnO at 1150C, even with a rmn.rty
four hoir soak period. On the other hand with rotation only a two
hour soak period was necessary to dissolve all the materi.aY

In order to optimize crystal quality and yield, a
series of experiments was begun in which the pedestal position ani there-
fore crucible was varied in the furnace. The purpose in changing the
position of the pedestal was to alter the thermal gradients in the
melt. By so doing it was possible to have either the top or bottom
of the melt in the hottest part of the furnace. The objectivwe were
to see if the number of nucleation sites could be reduced so that the
crystal once nucleated could be induoed to increase in basal area and
thickness, and to eliminate dendritic growth. The other imoortant
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Cr'v•T, )w I ,'w'h (c'(r! I ri ,d ,

*jrnwT'1 v'ar i.-~th~s ~''.-)ol Ing r-%te warp a,'so N arxip I n, irder toaccz.

The data for tht, rxis i. this porirA are pre•send
:n Tables 11 %nd .11.

The conditio.is used where the best plate was obtained
al. as foiiows:

The starting mixture was comiposed of 25 mole n-•rcent
ZnO and 75 mole percent .bF2 . The container w- z S 1/4" x 5 1/4"
crucible with. -!over which wat run Ln the 0 inc. furnace. The pedestal
Position was such that the bottom of the platinum can was Just abcv-
tne lower nortion uf the fUrLace hot zone. In terus of oradiente this
would mean that the temperature at the surface of the welt was hihte
than anv other part of the flux. The contents of the cruciile we,,te
s'-skld at ll5q"C foi tw%. hours with stirring. The timing was strjrned
and the furnace cooled at i0C per hour. At 1050*C the crucible was
removed and the solution poured into a sand bath.

With the continued decrease in plate yield, thiirmness
and qvality, more variation of gradients, batch size, melt comp,.Aition
and soak temperatures were attempted. No significant improvesent was
obtained by any of these changes, Table IV.

3.1.3 Controlled Nucleation and Crystal Growth

As the ZnO - PbFZ system continued to dener*rate con-
sidering the size quality and thickness of the plates, more thought was
devoted to how to control the factors involved in rucleation and growth
of ZnO plates. A proqram was begun to see -f these oojectives could
be-accomplished in a molten salt system.

In addition tc growing platelets of ZnO which float
on the surfice of -he melt, it had been observed that in soue rt.,s
tho platelets alis: appeared to grow in a vvrtical position rather than
horizontaily. T?'o presence of the vt.rticai plates, Figure 11. supports
the analysis that the heat flows in t.,e vmrtical furnaces in such a
manner as to res.l.t in vertical gradi4nts. In order to control nu-
cleatiorn and subsequent crystk. growth, it is necessary to control not
only the amount of the gradien+, but also the direction of th4, gradient.
Wh'ie large plates have been arown in some cases in vertical gradients,
originally large plates were grown in horizontal furnaces which prob-
ably had lateral gradients.

3.1.3.1 Vertical Cradient Method

A vertical furnace that is cylindrical in
construction and further has radial symwtr- about its axis, both
in construction materials and in heat dissipation, has only one
significant gradient, which ir in .he vertical direction.
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Figure 31 -Cross Section of Holton Salt Cruc-ible
Showing Growth Directions of Zinc Oxd
Platelets
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Crystal Growth ( Contlnuod)

The renter of the furnace is the hottest

point. And temperature decreases with distance away from the center.

A crucible placed above the center would ha e the bottom higher in

temperature than the top, while below the center the opposite conditions

would prevail.

Routine batch weight for a ZnO * Pb?3 ran

is obtained by filling the crucible with the maximm amount of powsteed

chemicals which, after melting is only about one-third of the diameter

in depth, or quite shallow. Since the temperature gradient is vertical,

the temperature differenc. tends to be established from top to bottom

of the melt; however, since the melt is so shallow Weis difference is

small. Therefore, increasing the depth of the melt would increase the

temperature difference between top and bottom of the melt.

Also, evaporation of ftU' from the melt raltee
the ZnO content of the melt which can cause nucleation when it is un-

wanted, i.e., during the soak period. The rate of PbF2 evaporation

should be dependent on surface area of the melt and surface temperature

only. For the same surface and surface temperature the rate of evap-

oration is independent of melt depth.

Therefore, the increase in ZoO concentration

for a given amount of PbV2 evaporation can be greatly reduced simply

by increasing the depth of the melt in the =rucible.

Generally "double batch" runs were made with

only : .ited success (Table V) . It was considered more profitable to

pursu( the use of lateral gradient in order to grow plates on the sur-
face of the melt in the crucible.

3.1.3.2 Lateral Gradient Method

Evaporation of PbP2 from the surface of the

melt causes a thin skin of melt to be enriched in ZoO. With the
appropriate vertical gradient, at some tm rature during the growth

cycle, crystallization should occur at the coolest point in the ZoO

enriched surface layer. Though it is conceivable that some other

region of the melt could nucleate before the surface skin, in practice,

the melts are quite shallow, ie., depth approximately one-third the di-

ameter, and a significant temperature difference between the top and
bottom of the melt seems unlikely.

If the rate of growth across the surface of

the melt was to be controlled, it wam only reasonable that a lateral
gradient be employed to produce the nucleation site near the edge of
the crucible.

Modification of the Lindberg furnace (a
furnace with a horizontal muffle) to provide a variable lateral gra-
dient was accomplished. Additional thermocouples were installed on
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Crystal Growth (Continued)

either side of the position where the crucible is placed, Figure 32.
By means of these thermocouples, the actual gradient across the diame-
tot of the crucible could be measured at any time during a run.

Tests showed a gradient of 33°C across the
crucible; therefore at a cooling rate of 5*C per hour solidification
should advance from the nucleation site on one sid• of the crucible
to tne opposite side of the crucible in sewvn hours.

Another attempt was made to achieve lateral
gradients in a vertical firnace by removing two of-the heating elements
from the circuit. In essence this created a cool side on the muffle.
A temperature gradient of 7*C across the "mlt was achieved, in Purnaca
H-3. This gradient was measured by means of two thenmocoaples widch
were strapped to the pedestal, Figure 33. In cooling the furnace,
therefore, nucleation should occur only on one edge and continue acroes
the top of the melt.

Some success was achieved using this furnace
and technique. The plates though somewhat larger were still thin.
While the importance of thermal gradient effects proved to be signifi-
cant it became clear that such gradients were not the only factor in
determining the size, thickness and quality of ZnO plates grown by
this technioue.

As the hydrothermal crystal growth improved
it appeared that, although the gradient control could be developed to
produce larger crystals, the hydrothermal seed problem would most readily
be resolved by utilizing the hydrothermal system to generate its ow
seeds.

3.2 Hydrothermal

3.2.1 Low Pressure Crystal Growth

Ca Z8 Shortly after the program was begun Laudise, Kolb and
CaparAso8 published a paper in which they described a set of conditions
at which ZnO crystals could be grown using the hydrothermal technique.
As such the conditions provided an excellent "Jumping-off point" for
the contract. After several preliminary experiments with the auto-
clave pressure testing, furnace calibration and pressure balance, the
first attempts mere made to grow crystals. The major differences be-
twen the two laboratories were in the sizes and types of autoclaves.
The ZnO crystal growth was developed at Fell Telephone Laboratories
using rather small chambered silver-lined Morey type vessels (maximum
internal cavity size 1-3/16" diameter x 6-7/8" long). The Airtron
vessels have been previously described in this report.

The first attempts at crystal growth failed using
the Bell Telephone Laboratories' parameters. The most apparent reason
for failure was in the warn-up procedure. The warm-up procedure em-
ploy*d by Bell Telephone Laboratories was what would be coasidered slow,
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Cry•tal Growth (Continued)

i.e. over a tweuty-four hour period. Becaws at the diffetenCe in
autoclave 9*eootry, silver liners, etc. this aqasch di4t not work
at Alrtrov. Instead it was found that with this procedure in MADY
cases the seede would be completely dissolved. this was not unarz-
nonable since the seedo ware only 10-i5 mils thik ad the volume of
solution was approximately 1.3 liters.

After some eXperimetatiOD with Urm-UP proCe~dre it
was found that the beat technique at Airtron us to warm up the vesel
to operating conditions as quickly as possible. In this way the soeeM
were ratained and the growth of crystals begum. The dta for the
ini tLal grwmth run with the wax-m-up procedftre e- s-er t- is peseitod
in Table VI, and a photograph uf some typical crystals are show in
Figure 34

Once baving obtainets a suitable. imn-up proced•e te
following task remained:

1) To improve the quality of the crystals.

2) To eiiminate the corrosive attack of. the

silver container (soo section 3.2.4).

3) To attempt to obtain uniform growth rates
at all sed positions by baffle area
changes, and changes in the ouatn ad miI
position of insulation.

4) To maximize the growth rate yet maintain
or improve the crystal quality.

5) To develop hi quality seed crstals Of
large basal area by successive hydro-
thermal growth runs. (se soectioc 3.2.2)

Work on the above objectives was performed during
runs No. 44 thro'igh No. 63. The operational crystal data for these runs
is presented in Tables VI and VII. With regard to objectives 2 and S
the results and discussions of these are presented in separate sections
of this report. An idea of the improvement in quality during this period
can be obtained by ccoparisoo of the crystals shwn in Figure 34 (Run
No. 39) and Figure 35 and Figure 36 . Figure 36 is the top sectio
of a crystal froma Run No. 51 in which the sed ms removed.

The improvement In growth rate uniformity can bW sm
from the data presented in Tablve VIII and IX whicd snmsiXies the
growth rate for each crystal for Ruis No. 46 throgh No- 54. In general
it was found that the soeod(s) in the upetroot position mr the fast-
est growing. This is to be expected since it is the ome which sees
the greatest AT. The seed(s) nearest the baffle exhibit the lomet growth
rate because it is the one with the lowest AT. In order to obtain a
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Figure 35 - Hydrothermally Gron Zinc Oxide Crystals
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Figure 36 -High Quality Crystal from Run No. 51
with Seed and c- Side Removed
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640d OMd Cryeta1 latp for Rm* Me. 46 Tbrtrwft54

S Seed Ceewta
Ra* tlWeight Thicknss 2miakdwa Gro ,tb Rate

Run No. Poeltion 4g ) -fail#!) ) (mbl/d)y)

46 1 3.1 -- 53
2 5.6 -- 62 9
3& 3.0 -- 47 7
3b 1.6 s- 5o 7

4.3 -- lo 10
4b 24 -- 14

6a 1.6 -- 44 6
6b 1.7 -- 54 £
7& 1.8 -- 48 7
7b 1.7 -- 49 7

47 1 21.1 64 273 19
2 24.7 57 244 17
3a 12.5 59 235 16
3b 14.4 49 236 17
4A 11.3 - 150 16
4b 5.3 -- 163 14
Sa 6.2 -0 i 13
5b 8.0 -- 154 11
6a 3.0 -- 169 1V
6b 5.1 -- 125 11
7& 4.2 -- 147 11
T7 4.4 -- L36 13

48 1 18.5 53 259 9
2 34.1 62 322 12
3a 16.3 47 233 L
3b 10.0 50 243 9
4R 21.4 71 95 10
4b 5.5 84 ,00 5
5 10.4 36 299 11
6a 9.8 44 238 9
6b 9.8 54 254 9
7a 9.1 48 225 8
T7 10.0 49 244 9

49 1 53.1 55 400 12
2 20.8 44 365 11
3 56.8 42 450 15
4 10.5 43 343 11
5 18.3 48 382 12
6 50.0 40 371 1.
7 12.2 49. 293 9
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Table LX (Contriuiadl

S.Sd Crystal
Weigk hiht Thickness Thicness Gro Rate

Run NO. Position .-"111-) (RLL * ui/diy

5o 1 96.7 122 655 8

2 59.5 236 5"8 a
3 41.5 293 S62 6

4 27.8 109 418 7

5 32.1 153 409 a

6a 27.0 238 442 S

6b 16.4 300 391 5

7a 26.8 343 477 S
"7b 25.7 254 461 6

8 26.3 289 521 6

51 1 4.9 39 372 10

2 7.6 63 381 9

3 6.6 54 404 10

4 5.1 43 315 8

5 3.9 60 261 6

6 5.1 39 277 7

7 5.7 55 223 5

8 1.6 21 98 2

52 1 0.7 10 197 31

2 5.0 63 217 36

3 1.3 30 216 31

4 3.7 135 418 47

5 2.2 32 182 25

6 2.8 34 193 27

7 2.9 36 190 26

8 1.5 30 155 21

9 .8 64 146 14

10 1.8 35 153 20

53 1 11.7 80 426 11

2 8.4 57 425 12

3 7.4 54 338 9

4 8.9 61 392 10

5 8.2 63 3235 8

6 11.0 as 353 8

7 7.5 53 309 8

8 5.2 47 280 7

"54 1 8.4 44 348 14

2 9.4 53 307 12

3 9.1 43 325 13

4 7.9 47 273 10

5 9.3 50 278 10

6 5.5 37 227 9

7 8.4 49 127 6
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QCrystl Growth ACootinqied)

uniform growth rate it is necessary to maim the growth clmbeas nwearly
isothermal a& possible. This could.only be acomlish" bW adjusting
the baffle area (5 - 10') and eirimenting with the qu"tity and posi-
tiro of iseaLating material on th, top of t!- -tocl•e.

E Dring this period it mws feoud that at rates in
uexess of 15 mils/cdy the crystal quality was generally poor and that
the slower the rate the higher the quality. nwe Lowe quality mas
manifested by crevice flawing resulting from differeuces in growth ot
the -c 011> and <O0l0> directions. 8 While the presece of Li* ad&rd
in reducing this crevice flawing. growth rates of 15 mils/day awe still
too great to result in high quality.

The crystal structure of ZwO is such that the 400>
a"d 30001> are not equivalent aod therefore the growth rafts in the two
directions are -)t equivalent. It was foumd, t•h• tb&_r t"te.IS tho,,O00130
o rc were 2-3 times faster than ths <*Of> or c-. In adatteJ to the
anisotropy of growth rate the quality defects owe of a different
nature. The crevice flawing previously described ocmrs in the c+
direction. The defects on the c- faces wre in the forms of doodritic
growth alng the <'0il> direction.

The anisotropy of the electrical resistivity of material
in the c and c- sides of the oeed wil be discussed in a Later section
of this report (4.2.1).

The following smmary gives the condition which were
found suitable for the growth of high quality crystals at low presse
conditions at that tise:

Crystallization Temperature----- -.... .. O *C
Nutrient Temperature ------------- " C

A - --------------- & ----- -~0C

Pressure- ---------- ...------------ OO psi
Solvent ...... ...... . . 6KL1OI

Solvent--------------------- -- - -------- - Hig qalitLithi,-m Cbocntratioo--------....... 1.2-2.0 u
Seeds ---------------------- High quali ty
Warm-up----------------------- As fast as possible
Nutrient --.-.---------------------- SLntered ZoO pour
Baffle Area----............... . 7.5-10S
AutoClaveO--------- 3 in. i.d.
Silver can ---- 2.0 in o.d.
Inlternl fill-. ........ 83%
External fill, --- 785

3.2.2 Hydrothermal Seed Development

During the course of the contract a program mw begun
to mu the bydrothermal system to produce large area seed crystals.
This program had not been anticipated at the begiing of the contract
since in its original o0acpt the large seeds were to be obtained by

-91-
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Crystal Growth (Continumd)

the molten salt technique. As tUie contract progressed, hwever,

I) the molten salt technique failed to yield repro-
dacibly large high quality crystals. [

2) it was found that hydrotherrnal crystals could be
sliced and used as woeds for subsequient runs.

3) at conditions where high cAsality growth ba pro-
duced a "healing effect" of cracks and other de-
fects took place durlng the crystal growth and,

4) in addition to obtaining grwtb in the (c÷) and
(c-) directions, significant lateral growth i.e.

in the (a) and (a) directions, also took place
thus enlarging the basal area of the crystals.

rt therefore seemed appropriate to begin a program

wherein the largest hydrothermal crystals of reasonably good quality
would be sliced into a sed crystal and used in the subsequent run.

This program was begun using a high quality seed whose
area was 9.2 cm2. Table X summarizes the data for the dewlopment
of the seeds giving an indication of the increase per run over a four
run period. Figure 37 also shows several crystals from smbsequet raec
to indicate the increase in crystal size from run to run. The increase
in size a shown in the figure and table is indicative of.e:
which the program progressed. Finally in the growth of large 150 gram
crystals the basal area of the crystals was greater than 28cm2 . The
average growth rate in the (a) and (a) directions during this period
was found to be 4-5 mils per day.

One problem which was discovered in the lateral growth
during this period was concerned with the observations of a phenomenon
known as "electrical twinning." This growth defect ma first noted in
the crystals grown in run No. 59 which utilized a gold plated can.

The crystals were examined with a U-V mineral-light
(3660Ae) which caused almost the entire (0001) surface of the crystal
to have a yellow fluorescence. The (0001) surface only fluoresced
below that area where the (0001) surface did not fluoresce. Further
exmninatiov of the crystal surfaces showed that on both sides of the
crystal the areas which fluoresced were smooth, and not flawed. It
appeared that these smooth areas which fluoresced might be (0001) faces
and that a reversal of crystallographic orientation had occurred- Such

a reversal would account for these observations such as shown in Figure
38 . Etching the crystals in sodium hydroxide solutions was found to
reveal the differences in orientation quite nicely. On the (0001)

surface the etch prodmces a matte appearance while the (00_1) surface
remains shiny. The etch rate is also grepter for the <0001> than
the 4W0I> and as a result an etched (0001) surface, the material Just
dmscribed, will have islands of (0001) surface where this orientation

- 92-
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Crysta, Growth '(Cntinued)

reversai occurs. This type of orientation reversal has be" found to

occur in quartz and is called "electrical twinning."

&tching of ZnO crystais in 10 u MaCH at 90"C for 1-
30 minutes was found to d•voiop different etch figures or patterns of
the C¶o~ing pole facvq. The figures are somewhat different than those
report@e ty Kariano and Hannoman- 2 who used a HNO 1 etch. In tbis casue
tne ('Y)01) faces et,.h v.ery quickly ieaing the surface with a somewhat
dull finish. Th& (()Oi) faces etch more slowly and are shiny except
for the pit produced by the etch. Typical etch ptructures are shown
in Pigures 39 and 40 for the (O0,) and (0001) faces, respectively.
The patterns on the (O00L) surface is formed by the production of hill-
ocks on the surface having the appearance of small heminorphs in agree-
ment with the natural crystal morpho.ogy. Two patterns are present so
the (OOi) surfaces. One is the pits w.:ich appear as hexagonal or par-
allelogram-shaped pits with flat bottows. The other is a pattern at
network of lines which may be slip .in*; and due to the •icroacopic is-
perfection of the crystals.

These etch patterns clearly reveal the existence of
poie reversal in the crystals when the various sections are examined
•icroscopicily. The areas of such electrical twins on a grown crystal
are shown in Fig.re 41

Unfortunately the seed development program was slowed
down by the discovery of such twins. The edge of the seed plate there-
after was trimmed of any of the "electrically twinned" materiai thus
reducing the basal area. Nonetheless the programs success is notabie
when the final seed plat" area and large crystal growth are considered.

3.2.3 High Pressure Crysta. Gzowth

The dramatic increase in q.rowth rate with increased
pressure in the hydrotherual growth of ruby1 3 led to speculation of
what might happen in the case of ZnO. The only reason at that time
for operating below 10,000 psi was that this was the region used by
the Bell Laboratory workers, who were -imited by the pressure capa-
bility of their vessels.

The first high pressure ZnO run attempted at Airtron
produced relatively high quality crystals and at what appeared to be
higher growth rates.

Subsequent runs indicated that the rate is undoubtedly
more dependent upon crystallization temperature, AT, impurities than
pressure. The growth rate in this first experiment was 26.0 miLs/day,
Run No. 52. Although no subsequent run was made at exactly the same
conditions at even higher pressures much ..ower growth rates were ob-
tained. Scanning Table XI will reveal that lowr rates were observed
even when the variables other than pressure night be expected to pro-
duce higher rates.
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Figure 39 - NaCH Etch Pattern on (0001) Surface

J

Figure 40 - NaCH Etch Pattern on (0001) Surface
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Figure 41 -Phtomicrograph of ZnO Electrical Twins After Etching
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- 211-534

Crystal Growth (Con tinued)

•en the number of possible variables in the system
are considered it is obvious that the total Wum9er of rusm Made thrOmzb-
out the course of the contract could not possibly examine each oe
thoroughly. Furthermore, even reducing the nmber to what are Vrobably
the principal ones i.e. crystallisation tempAtUre, AT, and Li c-
contration, it is obvious that the number of explorLtory runs could
not posslbly be expected to yield eimct curves mbich cold be used to
interpret the crystal growth results. At best these ew runs, smar-
ised in Table XI, can only be interpreted as trends and compared to
those of other more documented hydrothermal crystal growth systems. by
approximately selecting the runs so that all but one of the other pena-
meters are approximately the same in valme, m cm-ison and o-
clusions can be extracted.

For instance the growth ratm for Runs No. 62 and 71
are 31 mile/day and 5.4 ails/day, respectively. If the difference in
Li+ content is neglected at the othrk vartablee exucp timperateres are
nearly the same. As would be 0 pcted the lite increases as the temera.-
ture increased Just as in quar tz and ruby

Similarly comparing the runs made for the growth of 150
go crystals (the last five in the table) with Run No. 74 some indication
of Li*+ effect on growth rate can be seen. The large crystals were grow
with 1.0m Li + ion present in the growth fluid. In Run No. 74 the Li+
was inadvertently omitted from the run. The tiumerature pressure, and
AT conditions were nearly identical for all runs so that the almost
double rate in the case of zero lithium most be due to the impurity
effect.

If now runs No. 62, 66, 68, and 70 are considered
and the difference in Li÷ content is disregarded, one can see the
effect of AT on growth rate as with quarts and ruby. The increase in
rate with AT appears to be linear (Figure 42 ).

The last five runs listed in Table XII also demonstrate
the reproducibility in the process. The difference in rates in these
five runs is only 2 mils/day. As can be meen from the data in this
table and also Table XIII the crystals were grown under very similar
conditions and the growth rates from top to bottom of the chamber is
quite uniform. The data prove that the system can be run in a prodmc-
tion manner for the manufacturing of large zinc oxide crystals.

The growth parameters found most suitable for the
Vrowth of these large crystals are sumarized below.

Nutrient Temperature ------------------ 312C
Crystallization Temperature---------.. 274*C
AT --------------------------------- _- _ 389C
Pressure----------------- ... .. ----. 25,O00 psi
Base Concentration -------------------- 6 a KOH
Lithium Concentration -------------- -1.0 a LiGH

-101-
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Sjry of Soloted High Pr.*gwrq 2mL&1 Grt Iai I

R 7m Tcrt. AT P Li* im. -'06 12 elate

62 390 as 23000 0.3 31

6 3"8 12 19400 0.2

66 371 14 19700 1.0

66 389 a 19500 1.35 1

70 MOM 4,.,,

71 277 22 33400 1.0 3.4

74 273 38 280 0 12.0

8a 295 16 22500 1.0 10.2

83 290 20 25000 0.73 7.4

84 294 16 22400 0.40 8.6

76 274 36 24500 1.0 7.9

78 274 30 26000 1.0 7

79 274 38 25500 1.0 6.3

83 274 40 25500 1.0 7. 1

85 273 40 25300 1.0 5.7
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SR ATM CR~TAt. DATA "~V~? 58

Cryra lght (grams) T.ick"*ss mils Gr omtb Rate

No. !~o r 0 Ater P1eforo After (grams/d(eL a/day)

1A 13.2 25.1 90 137 .9 3

1B 2.2 3.0 ...-- .06

iC 25.7 38.7 148 213 .117

2A 10.1 19.3 76 119 .67 3

23 26.2 37.1 174 226 .79 4

3h 5.1 12.3 42 77 .52 3

38 18.6 29.8 107 155 .81 3

4A 10.6 13.3 329 430 .19 7

48 18.3 28.3 104 148 .72 3

SA 18.7 31.1 73 123 .80 4

55 6.2 12.8 49 &2 .47 2

6.AC.... ; 20.0 28.2 135 171 .s9 3

68 7.2 14.0 55 80 .49 2
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TrAM-E XTTT or'ud

SRRKD AND CVYt;TA ATA FrV R!N '*f. 'ý9

Crystal Wpi(1ht (rAm"O T'ir-knpss (mni1lt) __h _ atso

___ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w o-e~t~ .(rP Aft" carams/day1 a,/~~

IA 25.1 M9. 7 137 367 1.5 5

13 3.0 10.7 ....... ..

IC 20.1 110.7 H0 366 2.2 7

2A 12.3 61.5 366 1.2 7

23 17.7 113.3 68 358 2.3 7

3A 29.8 102.8 155 465 1.7 7 I

S18.6 108.9 84 348 2.2 6

4A 28.3 97.2 148 391 1.6 A

48 28.2 116.7 115 405 2.1 7

SA 13.3 33.0 430 787 1.0

58 16.9 98.4 62 342 1.9 7

6A 38.7 93.3 z13 434 1.3 5

68 17.4 84.0 82 297 1.6 5

S•7D AND CRYSTAL DATA F RIJN NO. 60

1 2.8 2.9 56 62 ---

2 3.6 3.7 60 6-

3 3.0 2.9 46 50 -

4 2.7 2.3 48 50

_qED AND CRYSTAL DATA FOR 0UN 'O. 62

1 1.6 19.7 40 383 --- 31

2 2.8 1,.0 88 347 24

2 1.0 5.5 48 182 12

4 1.4 2.9 56 140 -- 8
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SIEI) A"ID CRYSTAL "ATA FOR Rf NW). Al3

Crystal G,-?.h (grr.s) ickr* (•its) Growth Rat*
No.~ ~ '~~r ~ 1r Af ter (ru/iip(i~/*r•,..U;- :ror A, ;f *ý or_. Ro=f cr 10 ~ • {ri tVy i1, 44y-#)

IA 10.2 15.3 61 148 2.6

1a 5.4 27.5 14 110 2.3

A.4 21.6 59 133 3.2

28 2.9 5.7 62 126 --- 1.9

2C 19.0 41.4 RO 225 --- 4.5

3A ii.5 23.8 73 153 --- 2.3

38 1.3 ---- --.. .... ..

3C 14.6 26.6 94 157 --- 1.9

4A 16.0 34.1. 79 164 --- 2.7

4B 10.5 21.3 72 135 --- 1.9

5A 11.1 21.4 67 134 --- 2.0

5B 13.5 21.1 94 138 --- 1.3

6A 12.9 22.8 77 127 --- 1.5

6B 10.3 18.9 70 123 --- 1.6

1
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j TA2 )III(::on t ui .4~

SRSD AND C'Y•-TAY. FATA " MN 0 ,4

Crystal Weight (gr.m.t Thick•..m. a lel ( b re
.r, .re After Cgrame/day) (Wil#/dAy})

IA 17.7 -.-1 6 452 22.8

18 10.6 I3.4 ..

2.A 13.7 64. i1 439 18.8

23 8.2 53. 3 61 372 18.3

3A 2.8 11.0 63 191 --- 7.5

33 18.3 73.9 71 41! 19.7

4.A 11.2 56.2 64 301 13.9

48 9.8 50.8 32 316 --- 14.4

SA 7.7 48.Q 44 258 12.6

SB 26.2 78.8 89 38 --- 1.5.8

6A 12.5 43.7 79 278 11.7

6B 14.7 47.6 62 319 --- 15.1
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r! AN") (VYý;AL fATA Pf i'4N.65

Crystal ý!~lZ j gi(~S I1s A Trwth Rat*
40. ~te f. np r,, a~ 'r After ( araus/dauyl -.al ls/•

IA 21.4 4).1 131 472 1.81 9.0

1i ;.6 --- 62 .........

IC 15.2 6O.1 106 338 1.18 6.1

2A 21.1 86.5 133 419 1.72 7.5

2B 5.6 :4.7 130 360 0.50 6.1

3A 22.7 97.7 125 393 1.97 7.1

3B 21.3 70.3 133 336 1.29 5.3

4A 2.4 17.s 55 297 0.40 6.4

4B 18.7 78.5 122 428 I.57 8.1

4C 3.3 18.8 61 293 0.41 6.1

5A 11.3 62.7 AI 343 1..35 6.9

CB 9.8 57.6 66 331 1.26 7.0

CO, 4.6 30.i 57 275 0.67 5.7

6B 1.8 13.3 53 291 0.30 6.3

6C 7.7 46.4 68 332 1.02 7.0

_ - - -- 08-



Cry* ta Wigi (grams) rhI to (sfl arato Rt

1A 16.2 & 9S.1 72 384 5.2 21.0

iC 21.1 97.4 .7, 4m9 5.08 2.

2A 14.4 74.9 68 326 4.04 17.2

28 9.9 57.9 67 312 3.20 16.3

3A 9.0 61.5 58 290 3.50 15.9

35 13.3 72.5 74 337 3.95 17.3

4A 11.0 29.1 191 363 1.21 11.4

48 9.6 59.6 62 313 3.34 16.7

SA 7.6 48.1 44 236 2.70 12.8

58 6.7 34.6 85 333 1.86 16.5

6A 5.4 27.1 84 284 1.45 13.3

68 15.2 63.7 83 304 3.24 14.7

- -.. - .. ,., -.- 7-77
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TABLE )III (Continued)

SE•D ANO CRYSTAL DATA FCR RU NO. 67

Czrystal ^*xght (grmi) Thickness (mile) CIrowth Pat*
No. Rtcre Af ter Befor* After (grams/day# i1 */day)

IA 13. --- 76 .

2.4 60 .

iC 14.0 --- 83 ....-

2A 12.6 26.1 73 93 0.750 1.11

28 14.3 28.7 75 93 0.800 1.00

3A 14.9 30.9 63 79 0.889 0.89

38 17.5 31.9 71 89 0. POO 1.00

4A 10.1 17.8 65 75 0 428 0.56

48 10.5 19.5 67 75 0.500 0.45

-A 0.0 11.2 69 76 0.288 0.39

5B 13.6 22.5 70 71 0.494 0.06

6 11.7 18.3 70 73 0.366 0.17
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2 TA.3! XIII : (Qoat~lmuvd)

S8.M AME CRMYSTAL DATA PMR RM no. 68

Cryatal WOIght (gut) Th"itckress a(*le) I s)
NO. Before Af ter 9ftorgt j• • (..ts/dav

1A 13.1 61 .. 6

1i 2.2 5.0 137 229 0.19 6.1

iC 21.8 72.7 95 360 3.39 17.7

2A 11.2 ---- 59 -...

28 10.5 --- 42 ....

3A 19.8 70.3 73 305 3.36 15.5

38 6.4 12.9 137 226 0.43 3.9

3C 14.7 61.6 68 259 3.12 12.7

4A 22.2 34.8 124 301 2.18 11.8

48 24.1 59.6 112 271 2.37 10.6

SA 9.5 50.3 45 298 2.72 16.8

58 5.1 12.1 92 173 0.47 5.4

4 17,3 52.5 96 237 2.33 9.4

6 12.3 31.9 109 234 1.31 8.3

'if
'I-
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TAMA X)ar (Cntir, od)

SEED AND C....AL DATA NwO. •9

Crystal Wight (gais) Thtckimes foils) Growth Rate
No. Before After Befnre Afteor Crams/dayT (ai v)

1lA 20.6 77.8 8a 298 1.85 6.9

1n 18.9 82.9 84 297 2.06 6.9

2A 18.2 86.2 82 340 2.19 8.3

j 28 9.0 26.3 111 293 0.56 5.9

S18.2 78.5 86 281 1.95 6.3

38 19.0 81.4 79 295 2.01 7.0

4A 17.9 68.2 104 299 1.62 6.3

48 24.4 76.6 123 348 1.69 7.3

5A 6.7 20.2 119 281 0.44 5.2

5B 16.5 73.9 73 282 1.85 6.7

6 9.9 37.1 89 260 0.88 5.5

j
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Crystal Weight (ora&s*) Thickneoss jills) Groot iate

NO_ met re Af tor 5.1 or. After ga at I day)

1A 4.1 12.4 65 15s 1.31 7.5

lB 13.3 54.7 58 22s 2.57 10.9

ic 3.8 10.9 63 170 0a 6.7

2A 13.4 59.2 76 223 2.74 6.2

A3 17.1 81.3 52 250 4.02 12.3

2C 20.7 69.1 74 267 3.02 12.0

3A 14.0 51.5 59 223 2.34 10.2

38 24.1 85.1 72 212 3.01 8.7

3c 2.1 5.5 54 131 2.12 4.8

4A 4.8 9.3 110 167 9.28 3.5

48 19.3 61.3 66 178 2.62 6.8

4C 14.2 46.7 58 194 2.03 8.5

SA 22.3 55.3 93 240 2.06 9.2

SB 13.1 43.0 65 194 1.87 8.1

6 17.5 49.0 78 204 1.97 7.8
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TARAJI X'rTT 1,,ontinuedl}

SAND C"YStAL DATA FmU tNO m 1 n

Crystal Weight (grass) Thicknoss (ails) Growth Pats
Nok. Before Af'ter Before A fte.r (&ar amday (a (i I ;/!a]F}

IA 5.2 19.40 87 242 0.34 3.7

IB 19.9 91.58 113 347 1.71 5.6

2A 13.5 109.89 59 317 2.30 6.]L

2R 18.4 87.10 74 329 1.63 6. 1

3A 17.5 78.71 so 283 1.46 5.4

38 15.7 71.61 76 297 1.33 5.3

4A 21.,, 88.70 83 311 1.60 5.4

48 20.3 89.31 72 242 1 64 4.1

S21.2 82.42 76 288 1.46 3.1

5B 13.6 65.37 69 284 1.23 3.1

6 4.0 12.00 83 187 0.19 2.5

-±:14-.
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TAMU ... ,,

-W AND CRYSTAL o TI Pfu Umm no. -2

cr~otal waigt (gas) Thicl~ems (ails) Growth iUto
NO. Before After 116tor* After (grm*/!j) (ui s/day)

1A 12.9 51.70 45 215 2.16 11.3

1i 18.7 61.18 62 229 2.36 11.I

21 0.6 0.58 71 79

234.8 16.50 so 205 O.S .7

2c 23.3 66.30 93 260 2.3 11.1

3A 14.6 46.10 72 215 1.75 9.5

33 20.0 59.60 265 2.20 13.3

4A10.2 26.75 so 214 0.92 6.9

44 14.1 46.30 63 206 1.79 9.3

SA 14.7 40.53 73 199 1.38 8.4
s5 21.9 57.30 72 2.20 1.97 9.9

6 15.0 43.93 67 182 1.60 7.7

4
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TAM.S XTTT (rnntinued)

SARD ANM C"'YSTAL 'AA-. " WTI ',*. 7

Crystal Ww'ight (get) "hic-krs (milt) Grwth Rate
140. Rf 01.0 Artpr BP,.f rre Aftpr (go%/itayj '441u8/da)

IA 28.8 189.8 80 629 4.1 15.7

18 12.6 137.1 63 576 3.6 14.7

2A 3.8 35.7 52 432 0 9 10.8

2B 20.2 149.O 95 512 3.7 11.9

2C 19.8 183.5 72 615 4.7 14.5

3A 22.0 135.5 85 492 3.2 11.6

38 9.5 81.2 61 454 2.a 11.2

4A 11.2 75.8 86 440 1.8 10.1

48 9.2 67.3 69 419 1.7 10.0

SA 26.2 lO.3 95 395 2.4 8.6

58 27.1 96.3 104 367 2.(" 7.5

I
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TRA ua TII tCanttinu~d)

SEED AND (CRYSTAL DATA FrV ,N W). 74

Cryvtal pig*ht (g~s) 4ight (oils) ,.r•:h pAte
N__. 34 fc're After 3for. After Ii___ • •I•,l

A 10.4 112.9 ?7 AT- 3. 3 12.8

13 16.2 129.0 59 465 3. 13.1

2A 20.2 133.8 67 477 3.7 13.2

23 16.9 128.5 62 420 3.6 ii.5

SA 15.6 90.8 78 t35 2.4 11.5

38 1.1 4.6 67 139

3C 8.1 66.2 47 356 1.9 10.0

4A 15.4 105.4 58 483 2.9 i3.7

4B 16.3 125.6 60 462 3.5 12.0

SA 13.5 102.2 61 410 2.9 11.2

5B 19.0 122.6 7:' 455 3.3 12.4

6 13.4 73.1 - 380 1.9 9.7
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1r , 944 r e •t pr B1 tor* Jf tpr (go goiday I iI /dy)

IA 9.9 9.0 71 635 2.6 16.6

1B 9.8 76.2 89 619 1.9 15.6

2A 13.8 134.6 72 712 3.6 18.8

2B 11.2 109.4 71 613 2.9 15.9

3A 11.8 95.6 91 702 2.5 18.0

38 20.6 160.2 80 661 4.1 17.1

4A 6.4 53.1 70 593 1.4 15.4

4B 13.6 96.8 84 542 2.4 13.5

5A 9.2 6c,.0 90 572 2.1 14.2

58 12.5 75.7 80 526 1.8 13.1

6A 9.6 52.2 88 435 1.3 10.2

68 16.9 73.0 129 537 1.7 12.0

SEED AND CRYSTAL DATA FOR RUN NO. 76

1 29.5 152.7 107 456 2.7 7.6

2 26.0 151.e 96 455 2.7 7.8

3 27.8 148.9 98 448 2.6 7.6

4 14.3 128.3 50 451 2.5 8.7

5 13.0 106.3 63 419 2.0 7.7

6 15.8 117.1 68 390 2.2 7.7
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-yn'M. -AT FTW ~i¶" 4100.

"•r vsa i.~t• I a Thickr~ot _tails) ,aotch RALt

RIO__ i o~r A*_fr_ Af tr cgam./dayj tuils/ty

IA '.2 95.5 67 581 2.94 17.1

Hh '.8 102.4 62 518 3.01 15.2

2A 9.6 105.0 59 535 3.18 15.9

213 17.2 124.2 83 494 3.57 13.7

3A 17.3 106.4 110 501 2.97 12.9

38 16.2 98.9 80 463 2.73 12.8

4A 11.5 56.4 87 378 1.50 9.7

4B 20.5 98.5 90 371 2.60 9.4

SA 9.0 41.4 66 272 1.08 6.9

58 9.3 55.0 48 256 1.52 6.9

6A 15.9 37.3 96 243 0.71 4.9

6• 14.3 46.6 77 235 1.08 5.3

SEED AND CMTYSTAL DATA FOR RUN NO. 78

1 24.8 195.9 498 2.85 7.0

2 29.1 210.5 IC. 547 3.14 7.4

3 17.6 198.2 S- 51- 3.01 8.1

4 21.8 180.0 70 466 2.64 6.6

5 25.6 175.4 75 460 2.50 6.4

6 16.4 161.3 53 448 2.42 6.6 -.-
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Th

41r 4.1t 1 A , 7' k nlS Gowth aPAto

No ý4 , Af ? Re -re Af~rr (gm3/c1.~y) :2 11 q/dIAY)

1 22.. 1Q7 57 411 24 .6(4 6.5

2 29.1 194 97 546 2.50 6.8

3 32.9 215 91 549 2.76 6.9

4 19.2 1.85 6O0 489 2.52 6.5

5 21.3 180 79 458 2.38 5.7

6 16.6 161 55 426 2.18 5.6

SEED AND CRYSTAL DATA FOV RUN NO. 81

1 8.0 43.4 86 361 1.77 13.8

2 5.0 22.1 79 273 0.86 9.7

3 1.9 19.4 28 218 0.88 9.5

4 6.6 24.5 83 258 0.90 8.8

5 5.0 24.6 75 269 0.98 9.7

SEED AND CR7Y9AL DATA FOR RUN NO. 82

1 11.2 130.8 45 447 2.14 7.2

2 12.6 121.0 56 432 1.94 6.7

3 20.5 144.1 82 492 2.21 7.3

4 21.3 196.9 67 520 3.14 8.0

5 25.3 199.7 72 450 3.11 6.8

6 20.8 167.0 61 429 2.61 6.6

"I"
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Crystal Wo I ht j~q F1kre %a M, Is) Orp.1f pt.Befor Af ,w' At ter/i, ~ .,

6.6 -34. 1 90 320 .96 7,9
2 4.5 .7 54 314 1.11

3 3.1 27.7 45 293 .85

S3.7 24.2 44 239 .71. 6.7
5 2.6 15.9 - 37 183 .46 5.0

SIZED AND CRYSTAL DATA FOR Pt!'. 1

1 4.9 3F.3 68 342 1.15 9.5

2 3.7 24.8 67 343 .73 9.5
3 4.3 31.7 66 370 04 10.5
4 3.2 19.8 43 241 .57 6.8
5 3.1 14 2 69 263 .38 6.7 K

SEED AND CRYSTAL DATA FOR RUN No. R5
1 19.6 159.6 56 392 2.30 6.0
2 42.1 192.1 128 452 2.68 5.8

3 31.8 159.9 95 397 2.29 5.4
4 16.6 164.2 52 400 2.64 A.2

5 23.7 158.9 76 406 2.40 5.96 28.1 151.0 77 340 2.19 4.7
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Figure 43 shows the crystals crown in Run No- 76.
The crystals shown here are typical of the size and quaiity of cr stalg
grown using the conditions given above The cracks and other defects
visible in the photograph are at the interface of the grown crystaA
and the seed When cut along the interface large sLabs of crack-free

material is obtained.

3 24 Silver Corrosion

From the very beginning of the hydrothermaL crystal
growth program Ltheirobiem of silver corrosion appeared. Corrosion of
the cans was a serious probjem not only because of possible autoclave
damage but also because the silver was chemically transported ana suo-
sequently deposited as crystalline silver. These silser crystals
appeared on th. can top, seed rack and were even included in the
crystals. In addition to this, spectrographic analysis of clear ciy-
stals revealed the presence of silver in the crystal as an impurity,
Table XIV. The effect of such silver on the electrical or acoustical
Droperti:z uf th crystals xi. not certain.

The approaches to reducing or eiuinatino this
corrosion were undertaken ,ntil the solution was finally found.
lAt,.i- - n d Ko-b 14 at Bell Telephone Laboratories working with essen-
tiaiiy, the same system and conditions for the growth =f ZnO crystals
had never encountered this silver corrosion probLem. The only outstand-
ing difference between the two %ystems was that tho Bell Telephone
L-aboratories autoclaves have a permanent silver liner. The liner is
fabxicated from "vacuu.m melted oxygen-free si-Aver," hiereafter re-
ferred to as VMOF silver. The si.%er used for the can, baffle, et:.
at Airtron wab high purity aiiver.

VMOP silver was purch-sed and in the first run in
which it was used there was iittle or no silver attack (Run No. 63.)
Tn this run, however, it was quite clear that the 6T was low as seen

-•= -t•- .• l-',.- -. 4 ,/,-..P --' the foliowing runs
where a higher 6T was employed the extent of silver corrosion with
VMOP siiver was as great as it had been with the fine silver.
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Figure 43 -High Quzality Crystals from Run No. 76
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SPE!CT•RAP1IC ,. .IY-~ •." }{YTMCYTDRrP.MALLY GRCON ZnO

Ledoux & Co. Aralysia No. 844547

Crystal from Run No. 55 Crystal from Run No. 59 V
S (R•,.tr -Can) (C,(old latd-CA.R). ,

Silver 0.03% 0.003%

Alinifum 0.00% 0.005%

Gold ND < 0.01% MD < 0.01

Zinc High High

Other elements not detected.

High - indicates 10 - 100 %

ND < - not detected less than.

:4
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The second approach to eliminating the silver corrosion
w.4a to rvplac(e silver with another nob i metai. Since platinum or gold
wnuld be excessi'oe in cost an aiternate approach of golu plating the
internai %urfaces of the cans was used. Nu-Line Inodutries lnc * elec-
trochemic.iVy gold plated the can, baffle and seed rack with approxi-
mateiy 0.2 mils thick cloid. This can was used in Run No. 59.

The crystals grown on the better seeds in this run
were very high quality cryvtais showing little or no flawing and were
completely traisparent. The outstanwding featuro of the crystals was
the color of the crystal in the <00l> direction. Instead of the
normal buff color, this part of the crystal was emerald green avd as
a result the whole crystal appeared to be that color. The <001>
side of the crystal was the usual pale green.

Examination of the ladder, baffle and wails of the
can revealed that almost ali the gold plating on the baffle asnd ladder
had been dissoled away, but that the walls had not been attacked to
any extent. The nature or cause of this dissolution of gold is not
know-n. Why the dissolution was limited to the jadder and baffle is
also unknown. There was no evidence of gold deposits anywhere as had
happened in the case of the silver corrosior. There was aiso no
evidence of silver attack.

Considerinlg the gold dissolution and appearance of
a new green color to the crystai, it seemed obvious that the two were
related How-ver, x-ray fluorescence and spectrographic analyses were
performed on a sample of this material, and also a crystal from Run
No. 59 for comparison, and neither technique reveaied the presence of
gold in either sample. The limits of detection were about 1,000 ppM
for the x-ray fluorescence and 100 ppm for the spectrographic anal-sis.
The data from the spectrographic analysis are presented in ':able XIV.
Aside from not detecting any gold, the effectiveness of the goid pia-
ting is shown in order of magnitude decreases in the silver content.

The cause and solution to the problem was indicated
from several observations:

i. Increases the size of the system, increases the

extent of the silver attack

2. The larger the AT, the greater the reaction

3. Use of oxiddzing agents in other hydrothermai
systems t.- •,. increased the silver attack

+ Nu-Line Industries Inc., 1015 South Sixth Street, Minneapolis,
Minnesota 55415
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I1fV' ie r ~ * A La Q &~duino agent sinould

be 7 Cr.' I~. r~ I t-~ *nokid be more reactive t~

which are a ;iea,% n.'rent In the ioutlor! Wun No. 71 was the first
rur in whi(-h. %mai, pxese qn•3 i) -:,f .,lnc metal w&a scaled in the

nutrient secton -f thie •.•in hee was no tr.ice ot ,'16 .r deposit or
corrosion a)vwhere in the sys4t-t•. in ei.ery r;n after that to ,iich 4

zinc metal was addled there was no corrosion

The mechanism by which i!-- silver corrosion appears 4s.
as follows. Th. initial attacx on silioer is caused t-y oxygen dissolved.
in the KCH solution and in the air entrapped in the silver can during
its closure. In the nutrient zone, the hottest part of the can, a
soiubie silver compiex is formed which is convectively transportel to
the cooler rejions of the can, Because of thermal disturbance of the
equiplibrium a disp-rportionation reaction occurs which yields metailic
riiAer and a silser complex of higher oxidation number.

Similar thermally dependent disproportionation re-
actions are popuiarlV used for the vapor phas,! qrowth of ITI..V -
pounds Thle iack of thermodynamic data for the possible -ilver species
at the elevated pressures and temperatures makes it impossibie to assign
definite oxidation s-ates to the silver in the transpo-ting complex ions.
In this system the silver was principally deposited in the two regions
where the temnerature drops are greatest, at the baffle plate (its pur-
pose is to divide the tiuid into two temperature regions), and the
top of the can where the heat loss to the ambient is greatest.

This proposed mechanism explains the initial :l.ver
attack, its continued transport during the course of a run, and the
observations which lead to using a reducing agent-

The added zinc metal is effective since it probably
reacts with the enclosed oxygen and water to form zinc (II) ions and
hydroxide ions, both of which are already presert in the solution.
Any zinc metal in excess of the amount that is not oxidized by the oxy-
ger reacts with the fluid to form hydrogen.

The soiving of silvex corrosion in this system is
important aince it also provides a possible soiution to noble metal
corrosion in other systers. For example although the silver attack
in the hydrother-zai ruby system is not as extensive, the addition of
metallic aluminum completely eliminates any trace of silver deposits.1 5

Yttrium metal should also eliminate the silver attack in the hydro-
thermal growth of £3Fe5012.
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Phi, i. i r tu u uscd to miv.asL r., o 'l'rtrical r(e'istLvi'v W., s
-i',il ir to tktt _:,od by Kolb :nn Laudise, 'V- tecni';ue.

In thiý u~chn•qu i .:,oasurcd d.c. (Tuir cnt1 i- mado- t i pas through h tru e

samp 1 e ai. he o' tiie dreo is ý'-,isurý-d, t hc ;a.7.T resistviv t/ s
calculatet. from tfr , voltage, a..rent, and dim.ensions of the tample.

The cir' uit ciiagran of the set-up is shown in Figure 44
The jig for holli0ig the sample was enclosed n a metal box t, providc
electrical and lignt shielding of the semple during measurenent. rhe
jig for holding the sample waa FF-91 formica and the samnle contacts
were a brass pin ana golu foil. The direct current source was pro-
vided bv fcur 7 v hatteties connected in s-ries. The current and vol-
tage were measured jV mea~s oi two raeters: 1) Keithley 'Lodel 150A
Microvolt Ammeter for small currents and voltages; and 2) a Triplett
Model 800 multipurpose met2r for the large currents and voltages. By
appropria e interchanges of the meters, the entire ranoe of resistivi-
ties (10- -1012 ohm cua) could be measured.

The sar-le was preý.-zc-2 by machini 1t4 a parallelopiped tvpi-
caily about 7mm x 2.5mm x lmm. The ends "-ere then abrnded .. nd two
opposing sides coated with a Hg-Ln alloy for contacts.

Thp resistivity measurement. are presented in Tables XV
n.r.d XVT . Tn some cases a large photo effect has been notized. In

all cas.- wher? this has appeared the reported mtasurexent was not made
until after photo effects had dc -ayed (usually more than 24 hours).
Thi. paoto effect is not new. It is interesting that in some crystals
z Large effect is note1; whereas, in other!'. .here is little or no effect

4.2 Doping

4.2.1 Lithium

As already pointed out it is fort-niate taat the ti+
ion in ZnO acts both as an impurity iTrproving crystal quality and to
generate an acceptor center so that compen-ation may be attained. T'he
majority of ru-s ,iade during the ',fetime of the contract all employed
lithium as dopant wvith the exceptioi of an incea.Lm doped run and several
copper doped runs.

Having obtained good sound crystal] of reasonable
size, resistivity samples of both the c+ side and c- side were cut
from a crystal of earh run. In gene-al the crystals froym the c+ side
were of high resistivity i.e. >1') 4.%.cm. )n the other h'nd the c- side
was of low resistivity <lO-4cm. The difference is obvious due to the
way in which the Li and zinc are incorporated just as the anisostropy
in growth rate, etc. Spectrosccpic analysis for llthiuim on both sides
of tho. crystal. however, did not reveal sufficiently large difference
in concentration to account for the orders of magnitude differences
in resiativity.
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IABLR XV

RRiS* STTVTTY MEASIIM4BNTS,

Crystal i doe ha ^ cm)

39 c+ Cylindrical 8.6 x 107

19 C +/lindrical 7.9 K 10

39 c- Reciangular 4 4 x 10

39 c Rectawgular 4.2 x 10

41 c Rectangular 1.4& x 108

41 c Cylindrical 2.4 x 108

41 c Rectangular 9.6 x 106,#B

41 c- Rect•ngular 1.9 x 10"

45 c Rectangular 2.6 x 10

+ 7
45-4 c Rectangular 4.3 x 10

435-4 c Rectangular 6.7 x 10

45-2 c Rectangular 6.4 Y i0"

4+ 4
48-1 c Rectangular 2.1 x 10

48-1 c Rectangular 2.1 x 101

50-6 c NRectanla S. 2 z 10 6

51-5 c Rect&agulz 3 x 10

46 After heat treatin1 in air at 6010: for 50 boars.

_ _ _ _ Naa__d perendicular to _-_xis.
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Doning and Elvet-tcal Properties (Continued)

As the contract proceeded and the mamusrement was
refined, heat treatment of the resistivity samples s alsa carried
out. -he purpose of the heat treatment was to diffuse out or to lo-
cate on lattice sites the residual interstitial zinc or lithium. In
any case In-Hg amalgam was removed from the sample which was then
placed on inert substrate. The sample was then heated in air for 50
hours at 8OOC. After this time the resistivity was ,emeasured.

Until the silver corrosion problem was solved the
samples would exhibit very large photo conductivity effects on the
c+ side. Analysis of the crystals has shown that the.. crystals
contained significant amounts of silver and the photo comductivitv has
been attributed to the presence of such silver. OCwe the corrosion
was eliminated very little or no photo effects wwe noted. Also of
interest is that the c side of crystals grrom darigr thne ilvem
corrosion period were buff colored while those which were silver free
were colorless. The c- side in all cases was pale green.

Throughout the course of the work attempts were made
to relate the resistivity of the crygtf to any and all of the growth
parameters. Since Laudise and Kolb I had shown a relationship of
resistivity after heat treatment to lithium coatent this same attempt
was made to crystals grown during this work. No relationship was
established. OXily in the ekse where lithium was omitted from the fluid
(Run No. 74) was a significant difierence in resistivity noted. Other-
wise there is no apparent relationship of resistivity to lithium con-
tent. As stated previously the growth conditions for most runs varied
quite significantly making it difficult to compare results. Work per-
formed at the end of the contract and since that tim may help shed some
light on the reasons for being unable to relate and interpret the re-
sistivity results.

Dr. Hickernell of Motorola, Electronics Division,
Scottsdale, Arizona was in receipt of several samples of ZDO. Among
these were one lithium doped sample (76-5) and two copper doped samples
(73 and 75-4B). Dr. Hickernell neasured the xesistivity of this
sample (76-5) and found it to be 0.5-2xlO 6ALcw which is about two
orders of magnitude greater than an Airtron measuremmut on crystal
76-2. While somewhat disturbing, the difference is not surprising as
will be discussed in section 4.3. Dr. Hickernell also attempted to
measure the mobility of this sample but its resistivity was too high
for a good muaasurement. Acoustic velocity measuremts were also
made on these samples and are summarized in Tabl& XVII.

S4.2.2
Copper, like lithium, serves to produce acceptor

centers which can increase the crystal resistivity. The objective in
attempting copper doping in the ZnO crystal growth was to prodktce
crystals in the 10 3 

- 105 g4.cm region.
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1l. 5 34

Doping ared Blectrical Provertiesl Continued)

The first run. No. 72, was succeseful in producing
lower resistfvtty materlal. !n this run 24 grams ol1 0a&0swee ad
to the nutrient. The complete operating conditions for all the cop-
per doped runs are presented in Table X) . The growth temperature
in this run was 2840 C with a 6T of 24'. After the runs there was
evidence of CUO crystals in the growth chamber indicating that the
solution had been saturated, thus liuiting the amount of copper
ions available for incorporation into the ZnO crystals. The resulting
crystals were fairly high quality, with the c side having a pale beam
color and the c side being dark green.

The resistivity of the c÷ side was 10AL am and
-G beat treatmet increased to lOOO'JIM..m

In order to increase the amount of copper in the
next run, the crystali'zation temperature was increased from 2"4C
to 333 0 C. Two such runs (Nes.. 73 and 75) were made in which 30.0
grams of CuO (No. 73) and 26.1 grams of cue and 3 grams of copper metal
(No. 75) were added to the nutrient. The crystals were high quality
and had resistivities of about lO00JLcm which did not iccrease sub-
stantially on heat treatment.

The crystallization temperature in Run No. 77 wsI

increased to 384 0 C trying to raise the resistivity to 10 4 -.A c
or greater. In the run, the crystal quality deteriorated to the point
where it was difficult to find a section sufficiently large to fabri-
cate a resistivity sample. A piece measured 4 x 10 34A-cm which on
heat treatment completely decrepitated. Thus it appeared that further
increasing of the crystailfization temperature would not increase the
degree of compensation and the crystal quality would probably continue
to degenerate.

Dr. Hickernell measured the resistivities in the low
1034Ucm range for the crystals from runs Nos. 73 and 75 which were in
agreement with the Airtron measurements. Dr. Hickernell also maa-
sured the mobility of th se two samples and obtained values of 161
€• 2 /volt sac and 136 cal/volt sec for Nos. 73 and 73 respectively.
Airtron's nobility measurement on the heat treated -- uple from run No.
72 was 152 c= 2 /volt sec. Dr. Hickernell determined the electrosechan-
ical coupling factor, K1 5 , for crystals 75-6 and obtained a value of
0.26 which he compa ed with values of 0.24 - 0.28 which we had measured
on lithium doped crystals.

4.2.3 Indium Doing

* In Run No. 67.0 la In(CH)3 was added in an effort to
Slower the resistivity, hofully to I0j c or less... Indium has been

shown by Kolb and Laudisel 6 to be a donor type impurity in ZnO. A
lowering of resistivity was prodoced in two runs At Roll Telephone
Laboratories by adding In(OH)3 to normal growth solution. The r"-'•ts
of Run No. 67 were quite surprising. Little or no groth occurred in
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2o-3ing and Electrical Propqrtieq (Continued)

tho <)001> direction, how, ver, lateral growth in the <1010> and <1120>
direction was vorv extensive. rn addition to the lasc of a growth in
the <0001> direction both sides of the seed were fovered with spon-
•aneously nucleated crystals. T'he spontaneously nucleated crystals
were peculiar for two reasons. The usual !habit or f-rm of snontane-
ously nucleated crystal in the hydrothermal system is a hemimorphic
nugget with nearly equal width and height. In this run, however, the
crystals were much like those obtained frcm molten salt crystallization
which have the plate like habit width <0001> faces forming the major
surfaces. This habit was undoubtedly also another manifestation of
impurities changing crystal growth rates.

The second peculiarity of the spontaneous OUc40atio-
was that the crystals occurred principally over the original msd
crystals and were not over any of the new lateral growth, Figure 45
Figure 46 shows another crystal from this same run but with the spon-
taneously nucleated crystals scrapped away from the surface. The ex-
tent of lateral growth and lack of (0001) growth is clearly shown.
The lateral growth appeared to be of quite high quality and was a pale
blue-green color. The spontaneously nucleated plates were also of
the same color.

In addition to the spontaneous nucleation on the seeds,
the malls of th9. can, ladder parts and top were blanketed by a deposit
of the ZnO plates. _ _

4.3 Run Uniformity and Crystal Uniformity

Considering the scatter of resistivity results from run to
run the question arose as to the uniformity of the doping of crystals
within a rnn and this uniformity within a single crystal.

Resistivity wamples from four of five crystals of run Non.
83 and 84 were cut and the resistivity measured. All samples were
heat treated, and measuzed. Some of these have undergone three heat
treatments. The results are presented in Table XVIrI.

As can be seen from the data the virgin crystals show a
wide range of resistivity of 10 4.Lcm or greater. Upon heat treatment,
hobeyr, this spread is reduced to one order of magnitude. Subsequent
heat treatment up to three show less and less change in resistivity with
each heat treatment cycle.

It appears that the initial resistivity cannot be reasonably
controlled by growth conditions. Bach subsequent heat treatment,
either by diffusion or by site incorporation of impuri•ies, +i, and
zinc tends to bring the sample to a final or "equilibrium" -resisti-
vity.

Similarly a crystal, No. 84-3, was made into 12 samples to
construct a resistivity map of the cryslAl. Figure 47 show tbe map
and values. As with the individual crystals there is a large spread
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Figure 45 -Crystal fromn Run No. 67 Showing Spon-
taneous Nucleation and Lateral Growth

Figure 46 -Crystal frca Run No. 67 with Spamtaneous
Nucleation Removed
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T~ABLE l I I

Resistivity Change on Subseijant Heat Treatments

Crystal No. Virgin H.T. No. i H.T. No. 2 H.T. No. 3

83-2 c' 4.9 x 103 4.5 x 103 5.3 x 103 2.9 ) 103

83-3 c+ 3.9 x 102 3.8 x '04

83-4 c÷ 3.8 x 104 6.1 x 104

83-5 c÷ 9.1 x 105 3.0 x 1(14 e.4 x 10 3  1.9 x 103

84-2 c+ 2.7 x 108 6..0 x 104 2.6 x 1L 4  1.3 x 104

84-3 ce 3.2 x 105

84-4 c+ 6.5 x 104 8.9 x 104

84-5 c+ 7.2 x 104 1.8 x 104 5.4 x 103 2.8 x 103

-1 "xI-



84-3 c÷

Virgin Fi-st H.T.

A Oý 3.2 x 105
B 3.8 x 104 1.7 x 105
C 2.8 x 104 1.2 x 1o0
D 3.3 k 107 1.5 x 105

a 1.3 x 10 4  4.5 x 104
F 4.6 x 105 1. J x 10o5
G 5.3 x C'5 1.2 x 105
H 1.6 x 105 5.8 x 104
I 4.6 x 10 4  1.5 x 10 5

J 4.0 x 104 2.1 x 105
K 2.5 x 10 5  8.4 x 10 4

L 6.7 x 104 1.6 x 104

Figure 47 - kesistivity Map Crystal No. 84-3



DoPIng And aertricAl. PT=,rtle. (Continued}

in resistivity- for the virgin crystal. In hMt t reaSting the sple4ad
was reduced to about one order of smaitude.

The ftinal run made under tho contract wsA fto. 85 which wb
A larao crvstaL Vrowth run. Zinc rALdo for nmutient pro.atitS bad
bee" from the %am* lot throughout "1e contract up to this run in which
a neM lot was used. The crystals grovm us•Wi this n lot were gW
in color coupred to the previous colorless material.

An analvsis of both lots was obtained bat no deteotablS
dfftwrences were noted. Table XIX. Rvvw thouqh the ZnG is a hisk
purity close evaination of this material showed that it Caotained
aany fine f*rc.gn particles and Pewral largo pieces of metaI€IU c i.

It appears that emercially available sian oxide pO r .
cannot form the bats of a promese Ilere the alItoe Of &SUL .NtS
of impurities can radically affect the electrical properties of the
crystal. It also appears that no data on virgin crystals is reliable
because of the large variation noted frce crystal te2 crystal and within
a crystal. &2couraging though is the fact that on h*at treAt mt the
resistivity does appear to reach an "equilibrium" 'value.
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I-at Me. 1

Silver 001 DO0%

Air aon NicO.005%
Colium O-Co. 0015 XDC.Oas%

Nrl~u N_<O. 00O15 PIe. 001
Calcim NO. 00550 Mo. 0055Bar ium NDC.OOS NVO Ol~afty Ii* Co. 001% "04.0011%

Calcinum RD-O. 0015 X00.0010
I ron ~~NDCO. 015N '0 01Calliumn NEOCO.005KD0X01
Germanium ~NDcO.005510.05

Hafniu NDOc O. I 05t100 0 s
Lit iu ND<0. 0015 WDO. 001%

Galium NDcO. 0015 NDC* 0015

Hafnium NDcO. 0SS KuiO.ODSX
Lithia um OC.0055 0a.005%

____ ___ _ M nga s..ND'C0.OO15 NDCO. 0015
-~ Mydenum NDcO.0015 PDCO. 0015Iridium NqDcO.OS 001CO0.0301

Magnesium 0D.003% ND0.003XMANickel NDcO. 0015 FfDcQ. 0015CMolbeum NDcO.05 1OL CC.00105Sodiu NDCO. 0035X X100.003
Pickladu NDCO.001% NDcO.0015Platinum, NIDcO. 0055 N100.0055Leoadi NDcO. 0055 ND0. 0055

Ruthenium NDcO.055 MNO.05%Antimony NDcO. 055 NDCO. 055Silicon NDCO. 0015 ND'0. 0015Strontium NDCO.0015 ND'0. 0015Tantalum NDCO. 0599 100.05%Tellurium NDCO.l5 N100.15Thallium ND-cO.O15 NDC.01STItanium NDCO.0015 NDCO.001%Vanadium NMl -001,4 N100.0015

Tungten ~cO.5% DCK.05%

zinc 141-

Zirconiu



5.0 CONCLLsrc• fS

-his report contains the description oa the mnufacturing techn•log
required to produce large high quality crystals ot sLnc snide. It LI a
peculiar situation that with all that is known - ernlu; ZnO and all of
the interest in it as a material no device requirements for Large amments
of material yet exist. It is & caSe where the crystal growth tecbnolofg
has preceded the correrponding device devop•ent. Part ot the reason foe
this may be that before this contract only small vapor grown crystas
were available which were not suited for device fabrication.

The work performed in the molten aLt area, thAu ne• cM.plotelY
successful. did provide sufficient seed mater"l for the hydrotherma
process at that time.

The hydrothermal portion of the progr"amw quito eucceesftL In
that it was demonstrated that very large crystals of high quality toeld
be grown by this process. Although crywtals doped at all resistivity
lewv1s cannot be grown as reproducibly as desired, crystal& czz be Wzon
in the 102 - 105 range. This is the range required for acoustic ampli-
fier devices. Purthermore crystals have been grown with very high reses-
tivities and it may be that this area may be brought under better control.

Prior to this contract the only large crystal hydrothermally grown
was quartz. The hydrothermal technique for crystal production has thus
been extended and concomitantly new techniques had to be d'weloped. In
order to grow large ZnO crystals, the large silver can technique was per-
fected and a positive sealing procedure for the can was deveioped.

As opposed to quartz where acaite is generated to insure the sealing
of the autoclave, only water is present in the external fill and the
sealing pieces of the autoclo.ve must be perfect if the seal is to close
effectively. In order to accomplish such sealing on a routine but guar-
anteed basis, certain tools and techniques were evolved during the course
of the program.

In addition to the new tools to be used with the autoclav-es, the
autoclave design itself was improved so that the manufacturer has inclu-
ded these modifications i. this standard vessel.

Several unexpected problems were encountered during the work: one
of these was silver corrosion under hydrothernal conditions. This form
of corrosion had not been reported until this time. Considering the
serious consequences of the corrosion it was imperative to solve the
problem. The solution was achieved and similar techniques have been
applied to other hydrothermal systems (A120 3 , YIG, B9.) to eliminate the
corrosion in those systems.

Another problem which arose was ti' discovery that the phenmnon
of electrical twinning occurs in hydrothermal ZnO. The formation of the
twin during crystal growth could not be eliminated but twinned material
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was romoved mechanicsAly aftex Vrovith.

J6J

Copper doolaq in the bydrotlAermal was first sttinap amn sees"&
achieved L% prodoming biq' quality czyet ale !r- the. r"~o~m sAw-

i tivitv rasw. The largest zinc •=ids crystal& en rw ( 1. oe71tale
&ll weighi~si in exceom of 150 gram, we~re przdowA" oivered Its, the
ALr Force Material Laboatories.

In addition to growng and delivering "tmhe large cUw etaLl
it abouid be noted that throughout thes cowe so at th W LaRGge
abere of cry.stals; have beon made available * *Uye to y rs.
searcer8s. These inlude %o; rnlmat, inftetriaL, a" aimll 1aS&tories whose interest varied from the measurement feta prep,-

ties, of ZnO te device fabrication. It is bsWe the) noezaSL Zma
psogrm wA.U shed - 11t* as the fin ma Ieki -~ pw"We
device for which crystal mterial is readily•ai a/la .

9

%
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6.0 WM OMNDTT(GS PF PUYMM WMORK

Altb-_h the requiremonts &a set fo~rh to devel•p the uamewftring
proc.is, tec~lniqu.e and equipment for the hro tbherma goroth at large
SrO crystal* nas been ccomplibed it Is clear that many faceta at growth
of this crystal should be i£weettilted in greater depth.

1) A f ntal study thou14 be carried out to immettys in
detail th* dependence at groft• rate an preessur, tmperatwsr,

AT, solute concentration and i•putrity ion effects.

2) Prom such a study a sot of oaditione migtat be observed sktcb
could be developed to yield a peocess Wwrein hiLWbr growth
rates and higher quality crystals. could be obtained.

3) A program is required to do lop a psr oc@a.hs h cMLd FlOld
purer starkt•i ZO pander s4d alse purer ON faw eelwsmt Pg

paration.

4) further improvement* are required in the ability to dope at
more levels and in & more reporducible uniform msnner.

5) A study should be carried =2 to dope 2hO with ions other thn
lithium, copper and indium to see If the objectives of NO. 4
above could be more easily accomplished and/or yield a crystal
with other interesting prerties.

6) Finally a program must be carried out to develop the growth
whereby crystals are produced whce. major dimension lies in
the <0001> axis.

- . ... . 0 .9, V". -7 77'. - *.'r ,-~- ..j >,,; 7
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13 ASSIRACT

A pilot line for the production of large high quality ZoO single crystals van
,established and man.y large crystals weres produced. The pilot line canl be divided
jinto two units, 1)& molten salt line for the production of need plates to be us@&
in 2)the h~ydrothareal crystal growth pilot line. 111m design and construction of bottW
lines were suooessfixlly completed end functioned as planned. The molten salt Or73

fothetffort was not as successful. as had been anticipated. Large area, high qual i
orytas ouzld not be made reproducibly b*y this techiue. '116 most apparent

reasons far the failure to do so rests in thermal gradient control du~ring Tawr"

cycle and/or the presence or absence of imp.trities. Although those problems were no
comoletely revolved the molten &alt pilot line did yield. sufficient platee fr this
initial portion of the hydro theria~l crystal grwhproT-. Once, OOit±
land procedures were established in the hydro thermal piyot --ino. hyrtbormally

grow crytalswe" ectined nd ued L see forsubs t nm * The area of tb
crystals were increased by con tinuxed growth until large cgqualit xx&2vib
ing more than 150 grate could bs ýrown on such seeds wi reasonableoprtn
times. One probles arose which hdnot been encountered in previous b7d~rothesVA

sytem. It was fouind that the silver liner or can vae corrosively attackmed during
the oo Trse, of the growth cycle. The silver which was diseolved in the fluid in the
fluid. in the nutrient chamber would also he doposited. in the crys tals in the AWowth
chamber. This pavblea was solved by addin a reduciLg agent (motiallia Zino) to t%8
reactants. Th cente of the corrosion apperently is deto the presemos of o02e
dissolved in the solvent and. as air entrapped in closore of the cam. Th reason
Sthis phenomnn bsd not been cheore d, in other small system using noble mt&O line
is that no other similar system has been scaled-up to the &iO size* %@ solution of
this problem for the WO case will undoubtedly be of mim to othe lare rdv-. I
thermi crystal growth syten.k
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-4 In addition to the growth of the large orlautele wNy 6118e100vf"U1 ve. pw
0 wbioh vere doped with oopper to give resistivit15sSA Us3 10 I -r

This is the zung et 4. sirablo foir aooustIoa.I swifl~r d4v1. Othe? £opia(
stui*o imico~te a widea variation of resistivi ties vwtIfl tb# W1515M ci7.ta

*from *M~ta. to oryusal within & run. Aftc tw at tr**tt, h~mW, tAe wuTIaUAM
of resistivity is reduced to an ozrdS of mantde~ 0r 168.a Ism als@ GbSWYI
that Irpuritime no% deteatod by spectrographic analysis mW be so inortt is
determining the remitant resistivity as deliberate dopiag MAfo ani pwv ocC-
ditiona. Duaring the ooaree of these oontx-ints my sawfIS or bGr~tbda1I7 P

- hO were given to scientiast and eg~oesre In dpYs2 nso in*Urti MA =iVW1t7
laboratorise for measrement; of the fwadavetal Vzop.Ttima of DO MA for d&uLaoe
desigii and developen't.


